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TRANSFORMA'I'I ON PROCESSES 
AND OTHER COMPOSITI ONAL TECHNIQUES 
IN SOME LARGER WORKS OF PETER MAXWELL DAVIES 
Daphne Outwin 
ABSTRACT 
At forty-eight, Peter Maxwell Davies is established as 
one of Britain ' s leading composers. Although his works a re 
now heard internationally , there has so far been little de -
tailed study of the procedures within them. Two elements 
may be r ecognised as crucial to Davies' thinking: firstly, 
the incorporation of music and techniques borrowed from the 
medieval and rena issance periods , and secondly , the evolution 
of specif i c methods of transformation . There is a need for 
an identification of such elements within the music and for 
an evaluati on of their contribution to the shaping of Davies ' 
musical language . 
The aim of the present study is to d i scove r how these 
operate within certain larger works , and thereby to gain 
an und erstand ing of the nature of Davies' compos i tional 
t h ought . Four works form specific a reas for study : Prolation , 
Taverner , the Second Taverner Fantasia and the First Sym-
phony . The intention is not an exh austive analysis of each, 
but rather a revealing of the essential processes at work . 
A chronological sequence enables relevant developments to 
be traced . In addition, the two important elements are dis -
c ussed separately with reference to a greater number of 
works . Borrowed techniques are illustrated by a comparison 
with music of the past, and transformation processes by the 
use of magic squares . Each is supported by an appendix. 
It has become apparent from the study that, despite the 
variety of media within which Davies works , there a re certain 
procedures applied consistently . These involve a fusing of 
borrowed elements with the composer ' s own transformation 
processes, a nd they play a sigr1ificant role in the articul-
at ion of both local and large - scale structures. In partic-
ular , it has been found that a hierarchic sy~em based on the 
dominance of a transforming cantus firmus is increasingly 
evident up to the time of the First Symphony . 
INTRODUCTION 
The task of studying the works of a living composer 
is both exc iting and frustrating. Exciting , because there 
exists a present and a future in the mind of the composer, 
and something of his ideology and creat ive energy can be 
communi cated at first hand. Frustrating , because , espec-
ially with a composer as prolific as Peter Maxwell Davies , 
the music continues t o flow unste mmed , each new work 
unfolding a wealth of new ideas and demanding analytical 
attention . Although s uch potential forbids an examination 
that could be called in any way complete or def initive , 
the existing works of Davies are of sufficient interest 
to warrant intensive s tudy in their own right . 
Until 1982, published writings on Davies were 
limited to a rticles and critical reviews concerned with 
specific works, or wi th the composer ' s own attitudes and 
bel i efs . Among these, the work of two writers stands 
out as especially valuable . Stephen Pruslin , keyboard 
player with the Fires of London, has written on Ta v erne r 
and the Second Taverner Fantasia, for example, as well as 
on the relat ionships between works . 1 David Roberts has 
written extensively on the subject of the magic square , 
notably regard i ng Ave Maris Stella and A Mirror of 
Whitening Light . 2 
1 . Articles in issues of Tempo_ 
2 . Articles in issues of Contact . 
V 
Then in February 1982 the first full-length book on 
Davi es , by Paul Griffiths , was published . 1 As well as 
containing biographical details , an interview transcrip-
tion and the composer ' s own programme note s , it is a 
useful general introduction to Davies ' work . Its three 
' interludes ', which focus on the String Quartet , Antechrist 
and Ave Maris Stella , pr ovide a muc h-needed probing beyond 
surface detail . 
So far Davies ' techniques , espec i ally in large - scale 
works, have not been examined in great depth in relation 
t o his whole c reative outlook . Part of the difficulty 
has been one of t erminology. The composer himself iden-
tifi es this problem when he says that in his sonata fo rms 
... any development cons i sts of transformation 
processes. These processes are various , and 
prec isely definable according to their position 
and function in the overall scheme - but as 
yet there is no common vocabulary to describe 
such processes, nor to describe the harmonic
2 processes unifying the transformat i ons . 
What a re these tra nsformation proce sses , and what i s 
transformed? If ' any development ' consists of such work-
ings, they must certainly be crucial to the construction 
of large musical events . Furthermore , if they are 
' precisely definable' , any analysis of these events must 
attempt such a definiti on. 
Both parts of the question a r e best approac h ed with 
an awareness of Davies ' personal att itudes and pre -
occupat i ons . The art forms and cultures of the medieval 
and renaissance periods , for instance , are so much a part 
1 . Robson Books
1
1982 . 
2 . ' Symphony ' . 'l'empo 124 , 1978 , p . J . 
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of his creative thought that there is much value in 
studying them in tandem with transfo rmation processes. 
Indeed, the interdependenc e of medieval techniques and 
these transformations demands such an appr oach . 
Davies ' scorn for the English musical tradition into 
which he was born i n favour of that of his more ancient 
predecessors has been consistent , a l though perhaps 
expressed with more vehemence in his early composing 
years . One of his most vigorous campaigns has been on 
behalf of analys is , which should , he says , occupy far 
more of a student composer ' s time : 
His technique s hould come from exhaustive 
analysis of not only the greates t composers, 
1 but as many of the others as h e can manage . 
Although Davies' own work betrays a formidable know-
ledge of the whole spectrum of Western music (and indeed 
of some of the music of the East), his particular sympa-
thies lie with the me dieval period - not only with the 
music, but with the whole ethic including philosophical 
a nd religious attitudes . Borrowed plainsong is more 
than a source of raw material with which to work : it is 
richly symbol i c and allusive, with meanings open to 
endless different interpr etations , wheth er overt , h i dden , 
ironic or emo tive . The composer sees no conflict between 
the contexts i n which such material appears , saying : 
What on e draws on for spiritual nourishment 
get s absorbed into one's own personality , and 
the pe rsona lity transforms the material and 
2 illuminates it with new meaning . 
1 . The Score , March 1956 , p . 85 . 
2 . Quoted in Sc hafer : British Composers in In t erview , 
1963 , p . 174 . 
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Similarly, a technique such as mensural canon is more 
than a way of organis i ng pitches in t i me - it suggests 
different ways of viewing the same object on many levels . 
Davi es' medievalism is about pract ical ways of tack-
ling compositional problems, but more fundamentally it i s 
about provoking thought; about an intellectual as well as 
an emotional response on the part of the listener. This 
res ponse in terms of borrowed music a n d techniques has 
two aspects : firstly , it is a response to the elements of 
the borrowed material in isolation , and secondly , it is 
a response to the implica tions of the context in which 
it is use d . On hearing the fox trots in Vesali i Icones, 
or the extract from Mes s iah in Eight Songs for a Mad King , 
we exper i ence these two aspects in conflict . Such discord 
is exactly what Davies wishes to ac hieve wh en he juxta-
poses old and new elements , fo r it raises questions about 
the natur e of reality, about thi ngs not being as they seem , 
and about the function of humour - subjects of abiding 
fascinat i on and relevance to the present day . 
The starting po int of a work for Davies is usually 
a p i ece of music of symbolic significance - either sacr ed 
or secular from t h e past . This is his ' spiritual 
nourishment ' which i s then subjected to processes of 
transformation . The degree to which material is trans-
formed pre-compo~itionally is d i rectly related to its 
aural perception during the work. 
But what actually happens to this mater i al? I t i s 
treated as a set of pitches which are usually , but not 
necessarily , all d ifferent . There may be twelve , but 
viii 
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sets of between five and eight n otes are more common . 
Davies explains that 
Sets are chosen for much the same musical 
reasons as in normal post Schoenberg American 
set-theory except that they would be classified 
rather like Swammerdam 's categories of insects -
for the metamorphoses they are capable of 
undergoing r athe r than for their structural 1 potentiali ties through direc t transposition . 
Such a dist inction is an interest i ng one . We may ask 
wha t it is about Davi es ' sets that makes them so s uitable 
for metamorphosis, or transf ormation. The analyses in 
this study go some way towa r ds an answer by examinin g 
the characteristics of thi s source materi a l in r e l a tion 
to how it is treated, although there is room h ere for 
further investigation . 
One of the most common methods of treatment is by 
systematic expansion or contract i on of interval or 
duration. Using this method, a set may gradually become 
its own invers ion , or a completely new set . Such number 
workings are common in Davies ' works of the sixties , as 
wil l be shown in Sinfonia, Taverner a nd the Second Taverner 
Fa.r1tasia. They ma y happen on a local level , or over long 
per i ods of time . The b a l a nce between quoted , static 
materia l and transforming , mobil e ma t erial is of vital 
importanc e , e spec i a lly to t h e experience of the pass ing 
of time. It also fosters the conflicting response described 
a bove. Davies says that 
When such a tra nsformation process is proj ected 
against pre-existing mu s ical ' raw mat e rial ', it 
can pr oduce v e ry inte r est ing r esults , the raw 
mate rial being some times filtered through the 
set process , somet ime s coll iding , as it were,
2 head - on ...... . 
1. ' Sets or Series '. '11 h e Listener , 22 Feb . 1968, p . 250 . 
2 . I"bid . ix 
The formulation of a magic square system to organise 
el ements of pitch and duration marks a shift in the nature 
and effect of Davies' transformation processes . It happens 
with works from 1975 onwards, beginning with Ave Maris 
Stella in that year. Althoug h the construction of the 
squares themselves has r eceived considerable attention 
from other writers , we are able in the present study t o 
make observations about their harmonic function within a 
work, particularly in relation to tonality , and their 
bearing on the construction of a work . 
The search for the id enti ty of source material and the 
method of its transformation is :fruitful in itself. We 
are able to isolate different proc esses and to observe 
their interaction with techniques from the past. But such 
findings make po~sible an approach to an understanding of 
Davies ' work beyond the methodological . In the chapters 
which foll ow , the techniques described are not viewed as 
ends in t hems e lves , nor is there an at temp t to scrutinize 
any piece for every process at work; the intention i s 
rather to show by reference to selected works the diverse 
elements whi ch mak e u p Davies ' creative persona. 
The music discu ssed has been chosen because of its 
length , and its significance in Davies' output. The 
processes described are gene r ally :fairly extended, enab-
ling an evaluat i on to be made of even ts occurring on 
various levels of time. Apart from the opera Taverner, 
music -theatre works have been largely i gnored . They are 
a very i mpor t ant section of Davies' oeuvre, and worthy of 
a separate investigation , but are not ideal represent-
ations of compositional technique for our present 
X 
pur pose . Taverner itself is included by virtue of its 
relationship with the Second Taverne r Fantasia, its 
important combination of dramatic and musical transform-
at i on processes , and the importance to Davies of the 
composer J ohn Taverner . 
There will be much written about Peter Maxwell Davies 
in future years. Althoug h the present study permits 
various conclusions to be reached and inferences to be 
made , it a lso opens up n ew fields for investigation into 





Davies ' preoccupation with music from the medieval and 
renaissance pe riods has been evident throughout his career . 
Specific borrowings, usually plainsong, have formed the 
basis of new works, and whole pieces have been the sub-
ject of a rrangements, realisations and fantasias . Beyond 
such tangible evidence of a debt to the pas t , ho~ever, lie 
borrowed techniques and devices which have, in addition to 
their roles in parody and quotation, become a fundamental 
part of Davies ' compositional thought. 
Two particular works from the past have influenced 
Davies significantly : Monteverdi's Vespers and Dunstable 0 s 
motet Veni Sancte Spiritus. A discussion of their rela-
tionship to specific works of Davies follows which will 
highlight some of these borrowed techniques. Then the 
wider application of such techniques in other .works will 
be considered . 
Davies became closely involved with the Monteverdi 
Vespers while teaching at Cirencester in the early 
sixties . His attraction to the work and intimate know-
ledge of it affected his own compositional thought at 
the time and gave rise to three particular works , whose 
form and content display a direct relationship to the 
Monteverd i: String Quartet (1961 ), Leopardi Fragments 
(1961) and Sinfonia (1962 ). There i s in these p iece s 
no actua l musical borrowing from the older work; rather, 
certain elements of the structural design and technical 
2 
workings are imitated . Although so early in Davies' 
output , the three works display a considerable facility 
in the combination of early techniques with more recent 
processes such as serialism - an important factor in the 
shaping of Davies ' own musical l an guage . 
As well as havi ng its roots in the Vespers, the 
Sinfonia is one of the f irst ' serious ' works of Davie s to 
reflect the considerable impact upon him of writing for 
children . The need in such music for simplicity and 
straightforwardness had already g iven rise to works with 
clear lines and simple devices like O Magnum Mysterium 
(196 0) , Te Lucis Ante Terminum (1961) and Five Klee 
\ 
Pictures (1959 , revised 1976). Now the appropriateness 
of such techniques as verse-refrain form, instrumental 
ritornelli and long cantus notes b ecame apparent else -
where . Davies uses these Monteverdi - based techniques in 
in more complex works like the Sinfonia . 
The relationshi p of the opening move ment of t he 
Vespers to the opening movement of t h e Sinfonia is clear . 
After a n initial recitando (instrumentally in the Davies) , 
a ser i es of chords is stated , each chord separated by a 
ritornello . A structural comparison is s hown in Example 
1 . 1 . The framework of the two movements is the same, al -
though the harmoni c scope of the S infonia extends beyond 
that of the Vespers . Davies uses four different chords 
instead of Monteverd i ' s one , and juxtaposes all four a t 
the end as a cadential ges ture . Monteverdi's solution is 
different: the f inal alleluia activates the rhythmic , 
3 
MONTEVERDI 
Vespers No . 1 
Vocal Recitando 
CHOIR : Syllabic setting 
on D major chord 
Ins t rumental Ritornello 
CHOIR : Syllabic setting 
on D major chord 
F . Al lg. 
Instrumental Ritornello 
CHOIR : Syllabic setting 
on D major chord 
Fig. B 
Cadence ( a lleluia) : 




Sinfonia Movement 1 
Clarinet Recitando 
STRINGS: First chord 
Fig . 1 
Wind Ritornello Fig. 2 
STRI NGS : Second chord 
Fig. J 
Wind Ritornello Fig . 5 
STRI NGS : Third chord 
Wind Ritornello Fi~ 
STRINGS: Fourth chord 
Fig~ 
Wind Ritornello Fig. 10 
Cadence : 
all four chords . 
Fig . 11 
EXAMPLE 1.1 Monteverd i: Vespers No . 1 and 
Davie s : Sinfonia , Movement 1 . 
Comparison of structure . 
1 . Ph i lharmonia edition . 
harmonic and textural stasis of the choral writing u.p to 
that point, releasing the tension of the ever- present D 
major chord. 
Besides the connection between surface forms , there are 
other more subtle parallels, some of which serve as points 
of departure for Davies away f rom imitation into his own 
original workings . Firstly there is the use of melisma, 
not only as decorat i on of a line , but as a viable s truc-
tural force due to its capacity for increas ing or de-
creasing the number of articulations within a musical 
e vent (such as a cantus note). In the opening movement of 
the Vespers, each instrumental accompaniment to the choral 
music is more elaborate than the last : there are progressively 
more notes and more ornamentations . A similar process 
occurs in the Sinfoni a . Compare the relatively static 
decoration of the cello's 'A' at Figure 3 with the rhythmic 
and intervallic•activity at Figure 8/9 (Examples 1.2 and 
l. J). 
EXAMPLE 1. 2 Sinfonia, Fig. J, bassoon and cello. 
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music Ltd. All rights reserved.
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EXAM PLE l . J Sinfonia, Fig. 8/ 9 , flute and violin I. 
Secondly , as a dir ec t offs hoot of th i s , Davies explores 
the possibility of progressively increas i ng the density of 
texture. The wi nd parts in the first movement of the Sinfoni a 
operate within a strict system of gradual solidif i cation : one 
instrument more j oin s after each ritornello , and , when playi n g 
with the strings , eac h adopts a di ffe rent time s i gnature . 
On a simpl e r level Davies had u sed this technique previously 
in Prolation (1958 ). In the final area of Prolation , five 
s ubsections a r e each preceded by a chordal announcement of 
t heir r espect ive tonal centres , t h e new note b e ing added to 





EXAM PLE 1 . 4 Prolat i on , final area . 
6 
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music Ltd. All rights reserved.
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music Ltd. All rights reserved.
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EXAMPLE 1.5 Sinfonia , First Movement -
progressive dens ity in wind parts . 
A third instance of a technique operating on a s i mple 
level i n the Vespers which Davies uses with increased 
sophisticat i on is that of multiple articulations within 
one harmony. The declamation of the text in t he Vespers 
naturally calls for this , being all on one chord , and it 
is also present in th e instrumental parts : 
7 
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music Ltd. All rights reserved.
Vds 
5:t --~------
EXAMPLE 1. 6 Vespers , No. l, Fig. A ( lower strings) . 
Moreover , there is much crossing of parts in the 
Monteverdi , by which means texture is heard as a variable 
factor in an othe rwise static situation . The statement of 
the fourth chord in the Sinfonia i s built on an identical 
principle . Its beginning and end, shown in Example 1 . 7, 
a re two extremes of stasis and activity . The intervening 
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EXAMPLE 1 . 7 Sinfonia, Figures 8 - 10 ( str ings ). 
8 
0 
Reproduced by permission of Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music Ltd. All rights reserved.
In his d i s cussion of texture as a s tructural function, 
Wallace Berry id entifies the above procedure as 
... act ivation by displacement of pitches 1 within a subtextural context. · 
Such techniques owe much to Stravinsky as well as to Monte-
verdi . A useful comparison may be ma de between Example 
1.7 and the openi ng of Canticum Sacrum , fifth movement. 
The relationship between the Vespers and the Sinfonia 
may be seen throughout the two works, but just one more 
parallel will be cited here . The third movement of the 
Sinfoni a is, Davi es claims, based on the ' Sonata Sopra 
Sanc ta Maria' of the Monteverdi work (which also lends 
structural ideas to the String Quartet) . One of the most 
important aspects of the 'S onata ' is its isorhythmic 
des ign: a s ingle cantus line is repeated ten times , inde p-
endent of metric or other changes in the instrumental 
parts. So
1 doub l e bar-lines ' occur in different p l aces for 
different lines , as shown in Example 1 . 8 . Ea ch time the 
cantus returns in the voi ce , with its unc hanging p itch 
sequenc e , or color , the rhythm is s lightly altered . It is 
in a constant state of transformation, and meanwhile other 
isorhythmic processes happen in the instrumental parts. 
Likewise i n the Sinfonia , cantus lines are independent ; 
beginnings and endings overlap : (Example l . 9) 
1 . Structural Functions in Music , New J e rsey, 19 76 , 
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Reproduced by permission of Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd.
EXAMPLE 1.9 Sinfonia, Figures 37-JB. 
These lines undergo transformation in a more ordered way 
than those of the Monteverdi . I n the third movement of the 
Sinfonia there is a simple example of gradual expansion and 
contraction of interval and duration throughout the movement . 




First Subject - strings 
Second Subject - strings+ horn 
First Subject - strings+ wind 
Sec~nd Subject - strings+ wind 
First Subject , - wind 







As with Davies' later sonata forms , the function of 
the development i s to subject the initial material to 
processes of transformation. Here the process is 
Exposition Development Recapi tulation 
A A+B B 
11 
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music Ltd. All rights reserved.
In the deve l opment the new material g rows out of the 
old by a combination of the two , before the new i s released 
f ully-fledged in the recapitulation. Example 1. 10 .l shows 
the expansion of dur a ti on in the first subject , an d Example 
1.10 . 2 shows the s a me process in the second subject . 
A 
A :lr-+-






EXAMPLE 1.10 .1 Sinfonia - expansion of durati on. 
f '( I hd 
6 2. 










___________..., I 3 6 I 3 
B 
EXAMPLE 1 . 10 . 2 S infonia - expans i on of duration. 
1 2 
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music Ltd. All rights reserved.
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music 
Ltd. All rights reserved.
Such procedures become increasingly common in Davies ' music , 
as wi ll be seen later in the Tave r ner works . 
Davies ' assoc iat i on with the works of J ohn Duns tabl e i s 
of a different n a ture from that with the Monteve r di Vespers . 
Davies wrote his own Veni Sancte Spiritus for voices and 
small orchestra in 1963 , but apart from the t ex tual conn-
ect ion t h ere is no obvious relationship between the se ttings 
of the t wo composers . The Davi es work s h ows mor e d irectly 
the influence of the Monteverdi work a lready d i scussed . 
In it a r e contained n umerous examples of the technique s 
mentioned above , such as ritornello s t ructure . Instrumental 
ritornelli are used to separat e the verses of the t ext . Al so 
evident is the progressiv e intensification of recurr en t 
events , simi lar to the process illustrated in Examples 1 . 4 
1 and 1 . 5 . 
Despi te the value of Davies' Veni Sancte Spiritus for study 
in itself , we a re concerned here with matters more relevant 
to the links betwe en Davies and Dunstable: namely , the r el-
at i onshi p between Dunstable ' s motet Veni Sanc te Spiritus 
and Davies' r ealis a tion- fantasia Veni Sanct e - Veni Creator 
Spiritus ( 1972) . I n the latter work a straightforward 
realisation for the 'F i res of London ' instrumentation is 
fo llowed by an or i g inal fantasia. 
The proportion a l structure of the Dunstable work un-
doubtedly interested Davi es when writing his own f antas ia 
upon i t . The earl i er p i ece is organised in three sections , 
l . See F i gures U , Va.pd W. 
13 
the lengths of which fall into the ratios J : 2 :1. Davies 
was already familiar with such workings, which operate with 
mathematical pr edision in Prolation . The Davies/Dunstable 
fantas i a uses ordered ratios between tempi : 
Opening C D G N 0 R 
) = 80 j = 80 J= 100 J= 50 n= ,., 80 f= 100 J= 50 
1 : 2 8:5 
EXAM PLE 1 .11 
.... 
~ ~ 2 :1 (;-:,, 
Davies: Veni Creator Sniritus. 
Relationships between tempi . 
However , the piece ' s improvisatory nature and the inde-
pendence of rhythm from metre override any sense or ordering 
that these r a tios might impose. Davi es plays on the 
amb i gui ty of moves between duple and triple metre in the 
Dunstable lines. Small rhythmic motives are abstracted in 
isolation and their scope widened into typically complex 
groupi ngs . Example 1.12 shows these features in the latter 
part of the Dunstable. Brackets emphasise the change from 
3/4 to 6/8 , and rhythmic imitations are marked x.- - - - --x. 
14-0 
r, ---., 
1 1 , ' ' I 
- f-.,-.- - - - -
' / 
,.., -I 
I I , a 
~ 
- . . - 0 , ' I I 
L/ I 
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The important hemiola i n bars 141 - 142 proves ideal 
for explo i tation by Davies in his fantasia , and he comb i nes 
i t wi th a free expansion of the triplet idea , int rodu cing 
r hy t hmi c canons of his own : 
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EXAM PLE l. lJ Da vies : Veni Creator Spi ritus , p . 17 . 
At such times the music seems dangerously close to 
e r upting i nto a foxtrot , but here Davies i s more restrained 
than , for exampl e , in the realisation of Purcell ' s Fantas i a 
and Two Pavans (1968). 
Th e prac tice of combining literal borrowed mus i c wi th 
f r ee variation u pon i t is itself a borrowed t echnique . The 
Dunstable i s a n excellent example of this : r are in that a 
straightforward rendering of the borrowed plainsong i s 
alternated with a free r paraphrase of the same in the 
super i us , or treble part . Th e paraphrase is in shor t e r 
note values a nd contains some added pitches . 
An important principle i s at work h e re: the cantus as 
conveyor of d i fferent levels of time . The plainsong 
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melody fal l s i nto fou r phrases , which may be called A, B , 
C and D: 
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EXAMPLE 1.14 .1 Plainsong Veni Creator Spiri tus . 
These a re stated alternately by superius and tenor as 
follows : 
I I 
SUPERIUS A B C D A B 
TENOR B C B 
et B C 
I 
I 
J : 2 2:1 
I 
EXAMPLE 1 . 14 . 2 Plainsong statements i n the Dunstable . 
While the paraphrase cantus moves swiftly through each 
phrase of the melody i n the superius , the tanor ' s l ong notes 
oscillate between the second arid third phrases. The tenor 
is fulfilling its familiar role as a ' scaffolding • 1 _ 
textually less important ( phras es even begin halfway through 
1. E.H. Sparks : Cantus Firmus in Mass and Motet 1420-1520 
Berkeley and Los Angeles , 1963, p . 109. 
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I 
a word) , and unifying the three isorhythmic sections . Mean-
while the motion and textual continuity is provided by the 
upper line . The l i stener is required to use memory to 
link temporally separated events , and is presented with more 
than one way to experience the passing of musical time . 
I 
Such a compositional mentality is entirely at one with 
Davies ' own. A close paralle l to the proces s described 
above may be seen in the Second Taverner Fantas i a , 1 and 
other examples of time distortion a re n umerous . 
In Davies' fantasia Veni Creator Spiritus fragments of 
the original, in various stages of dismemberment , emerge 
spectre - like through the new music at various points . One 
is not sure what progress , if any , is being made in time or 
space . This is worthy of a more detailed examination. 
After a few disjointed attempts ( similar to the ' settling 
down ' music at the beginning of St Thomas ' Wa k e ) , a recog-
nisable rendering of the Dunstable begins at Figure B . 
This is quickly stifled at Figure C by cello glissandi . 
Until Figure G the music is impuls ive , expanding into a 
fantas i a and seemingly away from Dunstable , but at G there 
is a sudd~n return to the opening talea , with new pitches , 
in a g r otesque passage played ' ppp ' by viola and cello . 
This may be construed as an extension of the isorhythmic 
nature of the p i ece : a new color applied to an existing 
talea. 
Again at J borrowed music emerges : thi s time both pitch 
and rhythm of the Dunstable superius at bars 19 - 21. Time 
i s compressed by combining this music with an almost 
1. See bars 627 - 718 . 
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identical passage from bars )4 - ) 6 of the Dunstable (see 
examples 1.1.5 .1 and 1.1.5. 2) . Simultane ously, time is moving 
slowly : after half the fantasia the listener still hears 
extracts from the first f ew lines of the Dunstable with the 
new music . 
Davies c learly knew the Dunstable work well and learnt 
much from it. However, one instance of a borrowed technique 
in his own pi e ce has its roots in even earlier music. 
Organum-like movement in paralle l fifths is Davies ' only 
departure from the original in the realisation which precedes 
the fantasi a . In the duet for glockenspiel and harpsichord 
which opens the second section, both parts have added fifths . 
The resultant dissonance g ive s a Davies-tinged edge_ to the 
motet , perhaps as a foretas te of what i s to come in the 
fantasia : 
/ r, -t- -fL -· j)._ -r .. --., I n I .... 0 I j rv ,- - , .. -I ... ,... , 1 ,.., I ,- ... I V .r I I -I r- I 
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The works discussed above highlight many techniques 
which are pertinent to Davies' whole output. Two such 
techniques , mensural canon and cantus firmus, are espec-
ially significant in the process of generating material. 
Davies' use of canon is extensive and imaginative, and 
is applied in widely varied media. He will probably have 
studied masterpieces of canon lik e Josquin's Missa l'Homme 
Arm~ Sexti Toni and Ockeghem's Missa Prolationum, and he 
extends the mensural devices therein beyond duple and triple 
relationships. 
I I 
In Seven In Nomine (196J-4) , Davies' own In Nomines are 
juxtaposed with realisations of those by Tave r ner, Bull and 
Bli theman.. The fifth movement , ' Canon in Six Parts', is an 
excellent example of the use of a singl e idea to provide all 
material by the application of mensural canon . Example 
1.17 shows the organisation of canonic voices in the rnove -
ment . 1 
Mensut'al canqn may be used to sugges t the idea of time 
passing at different rates. Two passages of identical 
melody and rhythm played at different speeds give this effect. 
A common device used by Davies i s to position the entry of 
each mensuration so that all voices end together. Thereby 
a sense of accumulated texture and speed is achieved towards 
the end of a passage . This is most clearly seen in the first 
movement of Ave Maris Stella (1 975) . The viola and piano 
both enter in canon with the cello cantus, the first dimin-
i shed in value by 5 to J , the second by 4 to 1 , as shown 
1 . A similar process working with g reater complexity may 
be seen in Taverner, I/ J (The Monks' Chorus). 
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in Example 1.18: 
Cello 
Viola 
... - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - -, 
. 2.. CJ -2.o . z..o . 2.o . 2..0 
Piano 
r - - - - - - - - - .. - - T- - · - - - - - - - - - - f' - - -- - - -- - - --•.----------.1.4 
·2-5 ·2...S' ·25' 
EXAMPLE 1.18 Ave Maris Stella, first movement. 
Mensural canon. 
Similarly, in the first movement of Vesalii Icones (1969 ), 
three short canons use proportions of i.J. to J , 5 to J , and 
finally both at once : 
Cello, Basset Clar . 
L ___________ ..... , __ x_y_l_o_,_P_i_an __ o.... ,_1_e_f_' t_h_a_n_d_. __ ___._ ______ ...J.Jr I 
. 2. > · 25 . 2 S' 
Canon 1 
Flute Basset Clar . 
L - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - '-' _ x_y_l_o_,_1_:::i_ a_n_. o__._, _1_._h_. ____ __.1 _____ -l,lll 
. 2. 0 ·z.o 2.0 
Canon 2 
Flute basset Clar. 
L----------•~-X~y~l_o~,_G_l_o_c_k_.~•--------~•._ ______ -+-J 
·2..$' -2..S' . 2. 5" 
Piano l. h . 1 Piano r . h . L------L------ - •~------~------~-----....W 
·2..0 ,2.0 • 2. o ,-z..o 
Canon J 
EXAMPLE 1 . 19 Vesalii Icones, first movement . Canons . 
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A further exampl e of a canon employing almos t every 
possib l e manipulation of a singl e line may be seen in 
Ecce Manus Tradenti s (1965 ) a t bar 54 . 
Cantus firmus technique, like canon , is one of Davies ' 
fundamental compositional tools . The works discussed above 
illustrate some aspects of th i s . In the Sinfoni a , long 
notes a rti culate l a r ge harmonic areas , enclos ing e laborat e 
melismas ; in the Dunstable-Davies fantas i a two types of 
cantus - structural and melodic - are used as i n the orig -
ina l and i sorhythmically varied . 
What exactly is cantus firmus in Davies ' terms? In its 
broadest sense cantus firmus has been called 
Any pre - ex i stent melody which is used as the 1 
bas i s for a new composition . 
Much of Davies ' music u ses s uch a melody, often plainsong 
but somet i mes secular . However , the manner of i ts u se -
the cantus f i rmus technique - is more important to the piece 
as a who l e , mainly because the melody i s often i nstantly 
supe r seded by tr~nsformations of itself and loses i dentity . 
The technique has t r anscended plain song and become a medium 
for a ll kinds of pi tch material - sacred , s e cular, borrowed 
or or i g i nal . The two s i des to Davies ' medieval borrowings 
are i n fact separate: content (melody ) and fo r m ( cantus 
firmus a n d other t echniques) . 
One of the pr imary uses of cantus firmus tec hniqu e , then , 
1 . Sparks : op . cit ., p . 1. 
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is to present i mportant material . Ther e a r e times when 
the melody has symbol i c signifi cance , as when it appears 
intact a t an important moment . Thi s happens in Av e Ma ri s 
Stella when the plainsong is stated for the f irst time in 
i ts origina l form by the flute n ear t h e end [C 2] , and in 
Worldes Blis (1969 ) when t h e borrowed monody appears on 
bells near the end [Figure 81] . Quite often the pre-
ex isting materia l is ' discovered ' in this way rather than 
be ing announced a t the beginning . Even in the early piece 
Alma Redemptor i s Mater (1957 ) , the p l a inson g remains clouded 
in fragmentations , invers i on s and other disguise s until its 
c lear statement by the oboe in the last movement. Davi es ' 
comments on thi s phenomenon in Worldes Blis may b e taken 
to apply to many s uch pieces : 
The whole wor k may be heard as a ques t fo r thi s 
(pre - ex i stent ) mat e rial , in one l ong gestur e : 
from the opening duo for two harps - which i s 
as far removed as poss i ble from the modal 
monody , while ultimat ely being pr oved to be 
integrally related - through to t hi s appear ance 1 on bells . 
At oth e r t i mes the melody is functional - the c antus 
techni qu e putting it to wo r k immediately in transformations , 
se t or magic square permutations . The cantus operates e ither 
as a single i nstrumental line or as a migrant cantus . Th e 
latter , with notes shared between instruments , i s a common 
featur e of early works such as Pro l at ion a n d the Second 
Taverner Fantasia (1964 ), where cantus notes a r e often 
linked by a do tt ed l ine in the score for the benefit of 
perform er or a nalyst . 
1 . Da vies , quot ed in Griffiths : op . cit ., p . 151 . 
An interesting variation of this is the use of red 
notes in the score of the String Quartet . This i s not 
to be confused with the medieval practice of using red 
notes to indicate change of duration . 
The complexity of texture in the migrant cantus tends 
to obscure the progress of the cantus firmus , and it is 
noticeable that in later orchestral pieces like the First 
Symphony a cantus i s usually presented on one i nstrument 
only over a period of time. One criticism frequently 
levelled at Davies is that important lines are not 
always as audible as they might be . Perhaps in the comp-
oser ' s defence the following comments on the cantus firmus 
of the medieval isorhythmic motet could be quoted : 
Because of the length of the talea and the 
long duration of its individual notes the 
structural basis of an isorhythmic tenor 
could seldom be heard; this was considered 
not to matter · since , merely by being present, 
its mathematical virtue informed the whole 1 piece . 
Being both structural and melodic in function, the 
cantus firmus contributes much to the articulation of 
events on different time s cales. Prolation demonstrate s 
clearly how events on many levels of time are governed 
by the same elements . 
Just as the preparation of a cantus firmus and its 
employment in a structural and melod ic capacity has been 
cruc i al in Davies ' compositional method , so the practice 
of cantus decorat ion has extended th e implications of 
the borrowed t ~chnique beyond the linear into the text -
u ral and chordal . 
1 . W. T . Marrocco and N. Sandon ( eds . ) : Medieval Music , 
Oxford , 1977 , p. 126 . 
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In the Sinfonia it was s hown how the slow-mo v ing 
cantus n otes of the str ings were accompanied by in-
creasingly florid wind decorations in the first move-
ment (Examples 1. 2 and l.J) . There are a t l eas t two 
different types of c antus d ecoration in Davi es ' mus ic 
wh ich have paralle ls in spec i fic medieval practices : 
(a) Decoration of the l ine its e lf as it pr ogr esses , 
as in the med i eval practice of troping. Such 
decorations occur in Antechri st (1967) . Each 
long cantus note playe1 by the bass clarinet 
at F i g ure H fin ishes with a few added n o t es 
in fre e time , accelerando : 
f 
---------31. !r, 
EXAM PLE 1. 20 
,,., 
-=======· === ~ I J 
p 
J. a..c.c .e.-<. J'> ~ fa 
Antec h r i st , Fi gure H. 
Cantus decoration. 
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There is a certain i mprovisatory element within these 
elaborate medieval melismas which Davies has adopted ; never , 
however , allowing total freedom ( to him this would be evading 
responsibility) , but growing from a firm root - the c antus 
note . 
(b) More commonly , decoration of the cantus line by 
one or more other lines. This may be in parallel 
note agains t note style , as in the doubled f i fth 
of the earliest organum , an example of which 
was noted in Davies' Dunstable realisation (Example 
1 . 16) . 
Such features are by no means restri cted to shorter , 
more lightweight pieces or arrangements - they are used with 
ease i n large - scale works as an integral par t of Davi es 0 
technique . An example from the First Symphony may be cited , 
where the fl ute cantus is doubled in fifths at Figure 46 in 
the f i rst movement . 
This decoration may also be of a type s imilar to melis-
mati c organum , where a second line is added containing more 
notes , faster moving , and with notes branching out from the 
ma i n cantus . This med i eval technique would appear to be the 
precedent for Davies ' own characteristic florid added lines , 
wh ich may be observed in the follow ing examples. Examples 
1 . 21 . l and 1 . 21.2 are from Ves a lii Icone s and Ave Maris 
Stella r espectively . They both show long cantus notes 
together with lines of more rapid movement . In the first 
example , unisons simply occur as the added line coinc ide s 
with a cantus note. In the second , however , the pitch of 
t he cantus is dwelt u pon in the added line and subjected 
27 
to rhy thm i c and reg i stral elabor at ion . 
4- 2 4- . Atf -o f! . v 
fff 
r.\ 
EXAMPLE 1 . 21. l 
~ 
EXAMPLE 1. 21 . 2 
7 j 
Vesali i !cones, twelfth movement, 
bars 424- 426 . 
Cantus decoration . 
Ff' +~o 
Ave Mari s St el l a , sixth mov e ment , 
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Davi es' use of the past is so extensive t hat increased 
know l edge of the music renders terms l ike ' borrowed tech-
niqu e ' and 'borrowed material ' insuff i ciently spec i fic . 
Th e d i stinctions made by Leonard B . Meyer between various 
ways of using the past1 have been found useful i n form-
ulat i ng a more definitive approach. These dist i nctions 
have the advantage of encompassing all manifestat i ons of 
Davies ' use of the past , including arrangement , styl i stic 
imitation and formal modelling as well as use of plainsong 
and medieval techniques . 
A paraphrase is a n ew version of a complete work , re-
taining thematic , structural and stylistic features, but 
introducing other changes which identify it as contemporary. 
These may be an altered rhythmi c emphas i s, a re - instrument -
ation in a modern idiom, or perhaps the use of a device 
that i s peculiarly modern, like str i ng glissandi . Para-
phrase is distinct from simple arrangement . An a r rangement , 
in Meyer ' s terms , is a new presentation of a wor k that is 
as fa i thful as possible to the original. Among Davies ' 
numerous ' arrangements' few conform to this specif i cation , 
but the following examples may be cited: 
(a) Seven In Nom i ne No . l ( Taverner) 
(b) Seven In Nomine No. 4 ( Bull) 
( c) Five Vo l untaries (1960 ). 
These adhere fairly rigorously to the character of the 
past music . Examples of paraphrase , us i ng added parts and 
1. Music, the Arts and Ideas, Ch i cago , 1967 , pp . 185-208 . 
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idiomatic instrumentation , are : 
(a) Davies/Dunstable : Veni Sancte Spiritus 
(b) Davies/Purcell : Fantasia and Two Pavans 
(G) Seven In Nomine No. 6 (Blitheman) 
(d) A.ritechrist , opening vers ion of lJth century motet~ 
In the case of borrowing, excerpts, more often than whole 
pieces , are taken as the basis for a new work. These may be 
in the form of parody , 2 quotation or initial source material , 
but they must play an important thematic or structural role . 
. Examples of borrowing in Davies include: 
(a) Davies/Dunstable : Veni Creator Spiritus 
(b) Te Lucis Ante Terminum (borrowed p l ainsong) 1 
(c) Ave Maris Stella (borrowed plainsong) 1 
(d) Worlde s Blis (borrowed secular song)~ 
Borrowing is distinct from al lusion, where a pass ing 
reference is made to other music, and it is not significant 
in the overall struc ture. Alb1sions in Davies occur in the 
fo llowing :· 
(a) Vesalii Icones, Movement 8 (extract from Beethoven ' s 
F' ifth Symphony ) 
(b) Eight Songs for a Mad King (1969) ( extract from 
Handel 's Me ss i ah ). 
Simulation, according to Meyer, concerns the use of a 
past style, rather than actual music . The music is newly 
composed, but uses a stylistic medium from the past , often 
for ironic purposes . 
1 . Sources detailed in Appendix A, below. 
2 . See definitions of parody, Chapter III, below . 
JO 
or 
Examples of simulation a re: 
( a) Taverner, Act II/2 (dances) 
(b) Vesalii Icones ( foxtrots) 
( c) St Thomas Wake (foxtrots) 
( d) Missa super l ' homme arme (Victorian hymn) . 
Finally , in modelling, use is made not of the style 
content of a past work, but of its syntax or function . 
In Meyer ' s terms an ' analogue' of the past work is made . 
For example: 
( a) Sinfonia (modelled on Monteverdi ' s Vespers) 
(b) First Symphony , second movement (mode lled on 




Written in 1958 , Prolation i s Davies' fir s t orchestral 
piece . It is a synthesis of his acquired technique and 
musical experience up to that time. It may be viewed as 
a critical work for Davies and for music generally of the 
period , in the sense that it is both a beginning and an 
ending . An e nding for many of a decade of moving towards 
total organisation : the realisation that the outer limits 
of serialism had been reached for all but the most tech-
nically minded. A beginning, for Davies, of a particular 
line of thoug ht which was to permeate his music constant -
ly : the fusing of medieval thought (not only musical 
dev i ces , but the whole aesthetic) with seria l thought, 
resulting in h is own unique language . 
Early as it is in Davies ' output, Prolation already 
shows signs of individua lity a mid a serialism largely 
inherited from Webern and Boulez. He had already made 
tentative explorations of plainsong in tiny works like 
I 
Alma Redemptoris Mater and realised its capacit ies for 
development . Increasingly, plainsong was to play a 
greater role in the structural, as well as themat ic, 
organisation of a work. The notes of Pro lation are 
apparently withou t symbolic significance , but Davie s has 
applied plainsong-like character istics to them by 
treating them as a cantus firmus. 
The procedures within Prolation , although complex , 
were not new . Both Boulez, in Structures (1951 ) and 
Messiaen , in Mode de Valeurs et d 'Intensit~s (1949) had 
already ex p l ored many aspects of total organisation , 
JJ 
and Stockhausen, at the time of Prolation , was completing 
what might be called the ultimate serialisation - Gruppen . 
The way in whic h Prolati on stan ds apart from t h ese works , 
however, is in the combination of such progr ess ive elem-
ents with techn ique s from the past. Davie s takes as his 
starting point t h e med i eval princi p le of prolat i on , which 
determined t he relative values of minim and semibre ve in 
fo urte enth- century rhythmic organisation . Durati ons 
could be subdivided into eith er two or three, accor d ing 
to their ' perfect i on '. Three was the perfec t number, 
being associated wi th t he Trinity: consequently perfec t 
pro lati on meant that each semibr eve contained three minims . 
Duple values were imperfect, eac h semi breve containing 
two minims o 
Pe r fection was similarly applied to the r elati on s hi p 
between breve and semibreve , known as ' tempus ' . Thus 
four types of rhythmic organisation could be def ined, 
f irst identified by Ph ilippe de Vitry . 1 They are the 
' Quatre Prolac iones' : 
1. Tempus perfectum -
Prolatio pe r fecta 
2 . Tempus perfectum -
Prola tio i mperfecta 
J . Tempus imperfectum 
Pr olatio perfecta 
4 . Tempus imperfectum -






- 9 - 8 
- 3 - 4 
6 = 8 
- 2 
- 4 
How does Davies apply this principle to his own 
1 . Phili ppe de Vitry: Ars Nova c . 13 25 . 
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music? It is essential to regard pro l ation as a princ i ple 
rather than a system, as Davies ' use of it is far more 
complex than the four rhythmic types above. He explains 
that 
In the present work prolation is extended t o 
govern greater and smaller proportions - f rom 
per iods covering hundreds of bars , t o the 
smallest ' irrat i onal ' groups - also self -
evidently to super- and juxtapositions of a 
more complex nature than s imple duple and 1 
triple metres. 
Thu s ' proportion ' means n ot just 2 : J, but 5:7 , 10:l 
and so on , and such r elationsh i ps exist on every level of 
time in the piece . 
All musical material derives f rom a singl e pitch set : 
G F Cir A G* 
and a single duration set: 
1 0 4 7 6 5 
The p i tch set is expressed at all transpositions , and 
like the duration set appears in prime and retrograde forms 
only . The duration set is perhaps better thought of as a 
' proportion set ' , as it is the ratios rathe r than the actual 
values which remain absolute. 
Davies has thus defined strict limits within which to 
work before embarking on the composition . His a ttitu/e 
to the set is Webernian : to reduce the source material as 
1. Pre face to the score. 
J5 
far as possible and to ma1rn maximum use of it . An examin-
ation of the first large area of the piece will reveal the 
method of pitch working. 
Bars l-2J6 comprise five sec t ions and a coda, marked 
by double unbroken bar lines, which form a closed s tructure. 
The five sect ions each divide further into f ive subsections , 
marked by broken double bar lines. Within each subsection 
are five set statements, usually with another five paralle l 
statements, and each set contains five notes. The analogy 
of the Russian doll which contains gradually diminishing 
replicas of itself is appropriate here, for large and small 
events arise from exactly the same material . 
The first section is bars 1-72. The pi t ch sets of its 
five subsections (to be called ~l, 2, J , 4, 5) are shown in 
Example 2 .1. It can be seen that each subsec tion contains 
two parallel arrangements of sets . Further to this the 
following points may be noted : 
1 . The transposition of subsequent sets is determined 
by the constituent notes of the first. Thus set 
G F c* A G~ is followed by sets beginning on 
F, et A , and t!' If a set is retrograde , it will 
end with these notes . 
2. Similarly, subsections ~2, ~J. ~4 and ~5 derive 
from the sets of Al: where Al began on G, A2 
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EXAMPLE 2 . 1 Prolation bars 1- 72 . Pitch sets . 
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J . Shaded areas represent retrograde sets . Consider -
ing only the t op line of sets in each subsection, 
it can be seen that ~l contains the following 
arrangement of sets ([PJ = pr i me , [R] = retrograde) : 
[ P] [ P] [R] [R] [ P] 
A2 also has this arrangement . J::.'3 and .fi:4 , however, 
appear thus : 
[R] [P] [P] [R] [R] 
This is a mirror image of the first arrangement . 
~5 r everts to the first . 
These two versions introduce another or gan i sed element 
into the piece. Whenever a set , on whatever level, is 
prime , the elements wi thin it will be arranged [P] [ PJ 
[ R] [R] _[ P] . Whenever a set , on whatever level, is 
retrograde, the elements within it wi l l be [R] [P] [ P] 
[R] [R] . 
If Example 2 .1 i s r educed in detail so that only t he 









EXAMPIB 2. 2 
Prolation 
Sec ti on A. 
By fur ther s i mpl ifying the diagr am so t hat eve r ything 
appe ars in its prime form a transposit i onal square becomes 
evident: 
A1 G F c=tt A G--* -
A2- F kb B & t=="~ -
A3 c-tt B G- £b J) -
A4-- A G--
E b 8 gh 
As &:t F:tr J) gb A -
EXAMPLE 2 . J Prolat ion Section A 
On t h e basis of this it could be proposed that the whole 
of Sect i on A is a prime set G F c*A G~ Sec ti on s]_ , _Q , D and 
E are simply ex tensions of this pr inciple . All the compos-
ition has in fact been done after the first five notes of 
the p i ece . 
If Section A is G [P] , it is likely that the other 
sections will be : 
B F [ P] 
C et [R] 
D A [R] 
E G1t [ P] 
Th is is so , and the whole area of music is illustrated 
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EXAMPLE 2 .4 
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,- C ii: A 
G 
Prolation Pi t ch sets , bar s 1- 219 
( excluding coda) 
---~~ 
G- # 
There are also other sets , illus trated in Exampl e 2 . 1. 
The ones running parallel to the primary sets are a comple -
mentary a rrangement occurring at the interval of a fifth . 
Davies may have orig i nally conceived this idea in terms 
of organum , but the combina tion of se t versions allows 
for very litt l e parallel f i f th movement. As se en in 
Example 2 . 1, where one set i s prime, its complementary 
set is usually retrogra de , and vice versa . Thus t he open-
ing of the p iece presents two tra n spos itions of the set 
a f ifth apart but moving in different directions: 
w;,,.,i;:1 . .-
........ 
'-- 3 _j 
-4-~•- ~ -J - --1------+---=--+--~ 
7 
/ . . ~ } " I 
11 ' • ,< 
-u ... - ~ 
' 
-, 
7 l ' I I • .. . 
-✓ 'f 
~ · V 
\ 
,....-- ..... 
- ,.,_ I'-' r-
' 
..... 
EXAMPLE 2 . 5 Prolat ion Pitch se ts , bars 1-8 . 
Although the whole fir s t a re a strongly suggests G, 
it is not followed by four similar a r eas based on F , 
~ d G~ . t d I t d t h . C , A a n , as might be expe c e . ns ea ·. e piece , 
which is broadly i n four parts , explores in different ways 
the seria l structure outlined ab ove : 
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bars 1 - 236 
bar s 237 - 329 
bars 330- 380 
bars 377--end . 
A techn ical analysis of the fi rst area h as revealed 
at once the complexity and the ex treme s implicity of the 
pitch structure . But h ow is such monodic , linear materia l 
assigned to a large - sc a le orchestra in a way that sustains 
interest , or doe s it fail to do so ? 
The mater i al with which Davies worked was mostly 
plann ed before composition began, the mus i c being in the 
manner of a realisation . The re is no d evelopment, and 
c ould be none , du e to the pre -d e termined nature of 
p itch and durat i on . In its place is variat i on - of 
texture , register , cantus treatment, and orchestration. 
Formal p r oblems are dispensed with : the s et arrangements 
form r eady-mad e closed a re as to be f illed .
1 There is , 
h owe ver , plenty of room for inventive presentation of 
material within these closed a r eas . 
The examples t hat follow show various ways in which 
{ 
set statements a re appl i ed to the orc hestra . They vary 
from long cantus lines to short, mot i vic gestures . We 
may id e ntify these categories: 
1 . This is in marked contrast to the Second Tave r ner 
Fantasia , where cantuses articulat e, rather than 
r eplace rondo and sche r z o structures . 
42 
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1 . The mi grant cantus . Cont inuity is emphas i sed 
by overlapping attacks on the same pitch by 
more than one i nstrume nt , as shown at the be-
g inning of the wor k, Example 2.5. 
2 . The same , wi thout overlappi ng attacks . Notes are 
presented on e after the other , thus : 
EXAM PLE 2 . 6 Pr olation Subs ec ti on ~3 , bars 87- 88 , 
woodwind only . 
J . A cantus where pitche s as well as attacks over -
lap , and gradual ly increase the dens ity of tex-
ture . This kind of statement , being static, is 
sharply contrasted with the activ i ty of Example 
2 . 6 (Example 2 .7). 
4 . The non- migrant cantus , where all notes of the 
set appear on one instrument. This i s not 
nearly so common as it is in later works . In . 
Ave Maris Ste lla and Symphony No. 1 , near ly all 
cantuses are assigned to a single instrument for 
a considerable length of time . In Prolat i on , 
however , Davies does not h ave the resources of 
backg r ound and secondary mater i al with wh i ch to 
support l ong single instrument cantu ses , and they 
only appear sporadically , as in Example 2 . 8 . 
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Subsection ~l , bars 188- 197 . 
Pitch se t s . 
L1-4 
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EXAMPLE 2 . 8 
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Pro lation Subsection ~l , bars 77-82. 
Pitch set . 
5. A long cantus occurring at the same time as 
shorter set statements. The idea of the same 
musical event happening at different speeds, 
derived from the medieval mensural canon, has 
been discussed in Chapte r 1. The example below 
illustrates a not ic eab l e hierarchy in the division 
of material into pr imary and supportive elements 
(Example 2 . 9) . 'l'his is something which i s 
built on in later works and becomes an integral 
part of magic square usage. 
In Example 2 . 9 , elements marked [AJ are primary, 
structural parts in the form of sustained cantuses . 
Elements mark~d [BJ are derived from the same material 
as [AJ , but ac t in a decorative capacity , greatly reduc ed 
i n time . [CJ elements play a background, supportive role . 1 
These supportive elements are largely chordal , acting in 
a harmonic capacity to f ill out the texture. In Example 
1. cf . the similar hierarchic a rr angement in Example 
5 . 12 , Chapter 5 below. 
4.5 
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2 . 9 they are subordinate , but they also ope r ate more 
actively, as in subsection Cl ( bar 100) . 
In Cl the two arrangements of sets may be clearly 
seen , one in woodwind and one in brass . Reference to 
Example 2 . 4 indicates that the subsection i s based on 
a retrograde version of the set beginning on D. The 
five parallel sets therefore r un 
D 
[R] [ P] [ P] [R] [R] 
b 
E G A 
[ P] [R] [R] [ P] [P] 
woodwind 
brass 
Rhythmic uniformi ties suggest that the remaining 
chordal material fal l s into two dis tinct cat egor ie s: 
( a) oboe II, clarine t II, bass c l arine t, horns, 
timpani ; 
(b) strings . 
It may also be noted that the attacks of ( a ) coincide 
with th ose of the woodwind sets above , and those of 
(b) with th ose of the brass sets . Thus (Example 2 . 10) : 
wood-
loo . w1~c) srd-s 




Prolation Subsection Ql, bars 
100- 104. Coincidence of attacks . 
'l'he chords are lending rhythmic support to the set 
material , which has already had its durat i ons fixed by 
the overall serial plan. 
This reduces considerably the apparent complexity 
of the score . The actual chords themselves are also 
simple , being all transpos i tions of the same one : a 
trichord with an opt i onal fourth element : 
EXAMPLE 2 . 11 (This transposition to be called C) . 
The two lines of chords, ( a) and (b) are shown in 
Example 2 . 1 2 . 
Reproduced by permission of Schott Music Ltd. All rights reserved.
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EXAM PLE 2 . 12 Prolation Subsection Cl . 
Chordal mater ial . 
The order of these chords i s no coincidence . They 
a r e in fact a s imultan e ous interlocking statement of two 
sets e ach - transpos itions of t he main set of Pr o l ation . 
I, 
The ( a) chords trace sets Band E , the (b) chor ds trace 
b h 
sets B and G: 
(a.) 
B A F C 
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E C G-
EXAMPLE 2 . lJ Prolation Subsection Cl . 
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Constant transpositions of one chord playing a 
. . D . 1 supportive role in this way are common in avies. 
Most of the pitch material in Prolation can be account-
ed for using the above analysis . 
Although highly organised , the material in the 
work is still sJbject to segregation into foreground and 
background elements . We will now consider the role of 
the orchestra which, as shown in Example 2.9, serves 
to articulate cantuses and to differentiate between 
levels of activity. At this stage in Davies' writin g 
there is little characterisation of individual inst-
ruments: all play roughly the same material in a similar 
way . Later orchestral music assigns certain kinds of 
music consistently to specific instruments. 2 
If less effective in a colouring role, the orchestra 
in Prolation does play an important part in structuring. 
In the second area , bars 237- 329, the orchestra is 
divided into five groups, each associated with one pitch 
of the set : 
G (a ) piccolo, flute, oboe, violin I, viola, 
solo violin; 
F ( b) 
c* ( C) 
clarinet, bass clarinet, bassoons, harp; 
violin II, cello, double bass, horn; 
1 . See the chords at the opening of Taverner I/4. 
2 . In the First Symphony, trombone and marimba are 
favo~ed cantus-bearing instruments, while horns 
and trumpets are used for 'fanfare ' music. 
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A ( d) trumpets , xylophone, g l ocken spi el, celesta; 
G-:.f ( e) trombon e , tuba, timpani . 
There is a s i gnificani downward registral progression 
in these groups , a nd a gradual tex tural change from 
strings and woodwind to brass and pe rcuss ion . The groups 
operate seri al ly in a manner s imila r to that of the first 
area . Th e five present ations do no t , this time , appear 
consecutively, n or simultaneously , but in a s ucces s ive 




EXAlVIPLE 2 . 14 
G-
Prol ation , second a r ea . 
Arrangement of orchestral groups . 
The basic matrix used in the piece is shown in 
Example 2 .15 .1. In thi s second a rea , each horizontal 
set after the f irst one loses one , two, three a nd four 
notes successively - the prime se t s losing t h em f r om the 
beginning and the r e trograde sets f rom the en d . These 
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EXAMPLE 2 .15 .1 Prolation, second are a . 
G F c* A G-°' 
r 
Set presentations by orchestral 
groups . 
.r: C 41= A et 
Eb B G F 
T) £. b G-
Bb B 
A 
I I I I 
0 2.0 4-0 bO 80 /00 120 14-0 l b o 18'0 2.00 
EXAMPLE 2. 15 . 2 Prolat ion, second a re a . 
Actualoccurrence of sets . 
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resulting stepwise movement is then sh i fted to form an 
arch (Examp le 2 . 15.2) . 
This is an early example of Davies using orchestration 
functionally . It is one solution to the formal problems 
inherent i n a l arge work where thematic development is 
l i mited. Another is the use of proportional workings 
to define temporal r elationships . The 'proportion set' , 
10 4 7 6 5, works like the p itch set in organising 
material on a ll levels of time . Example 2 . 16 shows this 
at work during the first area, using the quaver as unit . 
He r e two ratios are shown : between sections and between 
s ubsections . Ident i cal relationships exist on a lower 
level : between sets and between noteso 
Hence , l ike p i tch , the limits of duration are deter -
mi ned during the first five notes of t he piece . The 
durations of primary set notes in Subsection Al are 
shown in Examp1e 2 .17. From these five sets of five 
notes each a matr i x may be constructed, similar to the 
pitch matr i x of Example 2 . J . In the matrix , sets are 
positioned above one another to show the basic ratios 
acting across sets as well as within them (Example 2.18) . 
As with p i tch , the third and fourth sets are retrograde , 
but are shown in pr i me form in Example 2 . 18 fo r clarity . 
Proportions are often approximate , especially in the 
lower numbers, due to the d iff iculty of expressing 
fractions in musical durations . 
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S<l.ch"crn 
A B C :J) E 
I 2 3 4- 5 I 2 3 4- s I 2 3 4- 5 J 2 3 4- 5 I 2 3 4- s-
]' 100 4-0 70 60 So 4-o 
,, 22 29-- 20 35 4-2 4-C-J 28 7o 30 3b 1-2 24- 60 5o 2.0 3S 3o 25 
]' 320 / 2 8 224- 19 2 I G' o 
~ J' I 02 4-
(. I O : 4- : 7 : 6 ; 5 ) < I O : 4- : 7 : 6 : s ) < 5: b : 7: 4- : I O > < s ; f, : 7 : 4-: I O ;, <. JO : 4- : 7 ; b : s , 
(R.) (R) 
10 4- 7 6 s 
EXAMPLE 2 . 16 Pro l at i on , f i rst area . Proportional organisati on . 
se...1- 0 7.,....., ,,,--
A, JO ~ -- 4- -:ff #'! p-t-r --1 -r ---1-t--r -----i--J- ...___,.,-r-,1 J-G 
, 3, 2 ·5 
EXAM PLE 2 . 17 Prolation, subse ction ~l. 
Primary set durat ions . 
Al 
5« (j) /0 CJ- 7 {; 5 
s~ 0 4-·5 I.> 3.S 2-s 2 
s~ (D 7 3 s 4- 3 
Sek: Cf) b 2 4- 3 3 
Sek 0 s- 2 s·S 3 2·5" 
EXAM PlE 2 . 18 Prolation , subsec tion Al . 
Durat ion matrix. 
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Here , therefore , is one manifestation of Davies ' i nter-
ptetation of the medieval principle of prolation; all 
events being s ubject to an underlying law of proport i on . 1 
Ratios between areas ar a as carefully calculated as 
those within a r eas . Example 2 . 16 showed the entire 
first area to be 1024 quavers long, at a speed of J =128 . 
Following the five main sections is a coda (bars 220-
236) which summar i ses chorda l ly the harmonic and rhythmic 
activity up to that point . It is a static reflect i on of 
a k i nd f r equently fo und in Dav i es ' music after periods 
of i n ten se act i vity . 2 This coda lasts for 64 quav ers 
( exc l uding the final general pause bar), wh ic h is exactly 
one s ix teenth of the length of the preceding five sections : 
A B J) f Cod.o.... 
10 4- 7 r; 5 /0 'f 7 6 5 
~-------- --------- - --- _.;, 
IG 
EXAlYI PLE 2 .19 . Pro lation, first area. 
Proportions . 
1 . cf . Davies' interes t in the isorhythmic structure 
of Dunstable 1 s Veni Sancte Spiritus , discussed above , 
PP. 13-11+. 
2 . cf . the function of the trio section i n the Second 
Taverner Fantasia (bars 760 - 861) , disc ussed below , 
pp. 106 , 111. 
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The second area lasts 372 quavers at J = 44 . The 
third area immediately following it is something of a 
mirror image , the orc hestral g roupi ngs being reve r sed 
so that registers enter from low to high instead of from 
high to low. Pitch and duration remain the same . Thi s 
time, however , eve rything happens four times as fast . 
Ag ain there a r e 372 quavers, but now at the speed of 
d = 88. 
These two factors - the turning upside - down of the 
registral entry system and the compression of events 
i nto a quarter of the time - .make the third area almost 
a parody of the second . 
trated thus : 
The two a re as may be illus-
< 
EXAMPLE 2 . 20 
) < 
4: 
Prolation, second and third areas . 
Proportional r elationship and reg istral 
patterns. 
Althoug h further re lati onships of a simila r design 
may be found, a single system of ratios encompass ing the 
whole work is not immediately apparen t . 
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There is sometimes a danger of looking for ratios 
that do not exist . 
A knowledge of the compositional techniques within 
Prolation is ess ential to an appreciation of the work . 
We probably gain more from it by looking at the means rather 
than at the end . But the rigid self-discipline which 
Davies imposed upon himself during its composit i on has 
not been unfruitful. Although in some ways an abortive 
effort, involving elaborate serialisation of a kind 
Davies never attempted again, it also points forward in 
many respects to the Taverner works and beyond . This 
has been shown particularly in the methods of cantus 
treatment , and in the use of the orchestra as a functional 
element in the musical structure , both of which we wi ll 






Davies ' obsession with the life and music of the six-
teenth-century composer John Taverner has resulted in 
two of his largest and most complex works : his only full 
scale opera , Taverner , and the orchestral Second Taverner 
Fantasi a . Moreover , the preoccupation has remained with 
him and is reflected in much of his later output. Music 
from the Taverner works is found in, for example, Vesalii 
Icones , Revelation and Fall (1965) and The Martyrdom of 
St MagD]:lS ( 1976) . 
Davies is both composer and librettist in the opera. 
To attempt a libretto based on fact is something which 
few writers this century have come to t e rms with . Stephen 
Pruslin , the librettist in Birtwistle's Punch and Judy 
(1966) , fo und his ideal start ing point in a fairy-tale , 
free from the dictates of a written source and obligation 
to historical truth . Thus he was able to give his 
imagination free rein in terms of ritual , s ymbolism, 
fantastic events and tiny structures. As in Taverner, 
actual character portrayal is of secondary importance 
( except for the purpose of stereotyping good and evil) 
to the enactmen t of a drama, and chronological time 
sequence is subordinate to internal pacing within each 
closed form. Both works juxtapose events rather than 
following through continuous strands of action. 
The intentions of the Birtwistle/Pruslin work and 
the Davies work are none theles s different. Birtwistle's 
passion is the pure art form for its own sake . His i s 
the Greek aesthetic of order and balance ; action and 
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comment; tragedy a nd comedy. For Davies, however , the 
a rt form is meaningful beyond i tself : mak i n g clear th e 
complex web of real and symbol i c act ion; parody and 
non-parody ; musical and d rama ti c tra n sformation . 
The us e of factual source material in the ope ra 
poses a problem already mentioned : historical honesty . 
When dealing with characters that ac tually existed one 
cannot s tra y t oo far from the trut h. Tave rner obv i ous ly 
existed, as did . Henry VIII a nd Cardinal Wolsey , al th ough 
Davies avo ids naming them as such . The trouble with 
ke eping to exact events is that the reali ty can some -
times be less than interesting , and i s likely to b e 
unsuitable in its raw stat e a s an ope r a subj ec t . But 
here Davies had an advantage . Taverner's l ife has been 
very poorly d ocQmented : hi s dates a nd activities are 
even today largely a matter fo r spec u l ation . Not only 
that, but a fasc inating , albeit ground less p iece of 
biographical information was in public circulati on fo r 
many years , pe r petrated by t he scholar E . H. Fellowes .
1 
This has now been denounced as invention , but does 
not make Taverner the compose r a ny less intriguing ; 
if anything it adds to the interest . 
The story certainly provided an ideal basis for 
Dav ies ' opera . Here was a si tuat ion already s hroud ed 
in mystery, set am i d times of religious and political 
u pheava l in England. It was an i dea l mixture of fact 
and fantasy for Davies , who has never looked to the 
1 . 
\ I 




ethereal or pur e ly imaginary fo r inspiration. He is a 
scholar with a deep sense of his own human ties wi th 
past centur i es , and needs an historical anchor. At the 
same time room is made fo r dis tortion , for grotesque and 
I 
fanta~tic elements. Two ot her theatre works, The Martyr-
dom of St Magnus and The Lighthouse (1979 ) reflect the 
same principle of a factual background set against 
mystery and the supernatural. 
The outline of the d is puted Taverner story is this: 
Tave rner , composer and chapel organist, is accused of 
possessing heretical literature. He becomes a Protestant 
and feels compelled to r e n ounce hB music and his family 
wi th his old fa i th . Having be tra yed, in his music, hi s 
whole self , he becomes a religious fanatic - ass i st ing 
in the b urning of heretics and in the persecution of 
monasteries . 
Colin Hand , in the only monograph on Taverner, 1 
r efutes this account as inaccurate and misleading, and 
backs this up with evidence of letters written by 
Taverner . From these it is clear h ow misunderstandings 
arose : far f rom being a Pro testan t fanati c or persecutor, 
Tav e rner was s i mply concerned to rid the Roman Church, 
to which he was deeply a ttached, of s u perfluous act -
ivities such as papal idolatry and worshi p of relic s . 
As for h is alleged intrusion into monasteries, it is 
clear from records t hat his sole purpose as Crown Agent 
was to investigate the sorry state into whic h many such 
inst itut i ons had fallen , and in some cases to close 
1 . Colin Hand : John Tave rner London 1978. ________ , ' 
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them altogether because of the extreme poverty of the 
communit i es . 
Inaccurate or not , it is t h e firs t account which 
Davies used for his opera . Much research both in th i s 
country and at Princet on , USA1 brought fo rth the letters 
and document s which were to form much of the libretto .
2 
A twofold p l a n of even t s emerged : on one hand the 
Reformation d iscuss ions between t he King and the Car dinal 
and the resulting dissolution of the monaste ri es ; on 
the other h and , the c i rcumstances lead i ng to Taverner' s 
'c onversion . ' At the outset these two appear quite 
distinct . In Act I/1 Taverner is on trial for heresy; 
i n Act I/ J the King, in the Throne Room, discusses with 
the Car dinal his (hopefully) impending divorce. Taverner 
and the King never actually meet . Through some judicious 
handling by Davies , however, their paths do overlap 
in several ways. Firstly, two characters - the Cardinal 
and the Jester - appear in both si tuations; secondly , 
Tave r ner ' s role as Crown Agent in Act II / J - effect i ng 
the desecrat ion of a monastery - had been the sub j ect of 
the King ' s d iscourse in the previous sce n e ; and thirdly , 
Taverner makes an unexpected and illogical appearance 
in the Th r one Room a t the beg i nning of Act I/4 . 
There are obviou sly significant par allels be tween the 
situations of Tave r ner and the Royal Court. Both Taverner 
1 . Davies ob tained a Harkness Fellowsh i p to study at 
Princet on , 1962- 64. 
2 . Detailed in Davies : ' Taverner : Synopsis and Document -
ation'. Tempo 101, 1972 , pp. 4 - 11. 
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and the King were trying to break away from papal dictate , 
and facing many problems in doing so . Ta verner ' s aims 
were spiritual , however ; the King ' s material and 
political . 
As well as the task of writing the libretto , Davies ' 
problem was how to sustain long-term interest - musically 
and dramat i cally - in this pattern of events . Fascinating 
though it may be , as a straightforward account the story 
would make dull theatre . 
Taverner works , i f it works a t all , through parody . 
Gabriel Josipovici puts it most succinctly when he says 
that parody is 
.... the assertion of the primacy of process over 1 
product . 
The ' product ' in Taverner is virtually intangible : 
characters change the i r identity , symbols their meaning . 
Ceremonies are alte rnat ely dignified and farcical . 
Nothing is ever as it seems (a well - used Davies cliche) ; 
logic turns to fantasy in the space of minutes . The 
' process ' is all - important: transformations , whether 
phys i cal, s p iritual , musical or symbolic, g i ve the opera 
its life . 
Two definitions of parody are g iven in Grove ' s 
Dictionary: 
1 . G . Josipovici: ' Taverner - thoughts on the libretto '. 
Tempo 101 , 1972 , pp . 12 - 19 . 
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(i) A compos it ion general ly of humorous or 
satirical intent in which turns of 
phr ase or other features characteristic 
of another compose r or type of composition 
are employed and mad e to look ridiculous , 
especially throug h their a pplication to 
lud i crously inappr opr i a t e subjects . 
(ii) A term us ed to denote a t ec hnique of 
composition primarily associated wi th 
the s ix teenth century , involving the use 
of pre - existent ma t e rial . .. .. . 
I n renaissance music the borrowing of 
of material from one composit i on as a 
basis of anothe r was commonplace . The 
essential fea ture of parody te chnique is 
that not merely a single par t i s approp-
ri a ted to fo r m a cantus fi r mus in the 
derived work , but the whole substance of 
its source - its themes , rhythms , chords 
and pr ogress i ons - is absorbed into the 
new piece a nd subjected t o free variation 
in such a way that a fusion of old and 1 new elements is achieved . 
Both these types a re found in Davies . Despite many 
examples of humorous or mocking parody , however , it i s 
the second of the above definitions which is most 
appropriate to the body of his work . 
Borrowing in the sixteenth- century sense is an integral 
part of Davies ' compositional thought. In Taverner , his 
s tarting point is the mas s Gloria Tibi Trinitas by 
John Taverner, a nd in particular the setting of the 
'Be n edictu s .' I n keeping with the Grove d efinition , not 
only the plains ong cantus , but the whole setting with its 
harmon i c and i ntervallic impl i cation s is b r ought into 
play . It i s e i ther quoted unc hanged , as at the end of 
1 . M. Ti lmouth : ' Parody ' . Grove ' s Di ctionary of Music 
and Musicians 14 , 198 0 , pp 2J8 - 2J9 . 
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the opera , or transformed into set s or motives . 
fj Example 3 -~ shows an ex tract f rom th e ori ginal 
"/ Taverner setting - the ' In Nomine ' from the I Be ned i ctus ' . 
Several i mportant deriva ti on s of t his us ed in the opera 
( and subsequently in t h e Second Ta ve r ner Fantasia) are 
shown bel ow : 
J)~ (_ I) 
b 0 I r· F I r r 
EXAM PLE J . 2 . 1 Taverner I/ 2 , bars lli- ? - 9 ( cello) . 
Com pari son with Taverner's ' In Nomine '. 
.._,,,, '----"' ____,, 
T tx.-V..LrrJl.f , 
p ...___o_~a -----c-(o-) ----- o~--------
EXAlYI PLE J . 2 . 2 Taverner I/2, bars 1L1-9-151 ( v i ola) . 
Compar i s on with Taverner ' s ' In Nomine' . 
The cello l i ne in Example J . 2 .1 or i g inates from an 
inversion of the treble part of the ' In Nomine ' . The 
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'In Nomine ' from the mass Gloria Ti bi Trinitas . 
viola line which follows in Example J . 2 . 2 is derived from 
the fir st few pitches of the plainsong itself. These two 
lines open the transition between Act I/2 and I/J , which 
becomes the germinal opening of the Second Taverner 
Fantasia . Further derivations of the Taverner music are : 
·-0 
EXAM .PIE J . 2. J Taverner ' Death ' chord . 
Relationship to Taverne r ' s ' In Nomine '. 
~ ~------I CJr..<.,' ~ r ,r 
EXAMPLE J . 2 . L1- Taverner I/4 , bars 1 - J . 
Cdmparison with Taverner ' s ' In Nomine '. 
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The so - called ' Death ' chord , shown in Example J . 2 . J , 
is the symbol of the whole Taverner obsession wh i ch recurs 
persistently in Dav ies ' works . Its whole tone nature is 
E 
b . 
par allelled in the descent from to B in the treble line 
of t h e 'I n Nomine '. Finally, Ex a mple J . 2 . 4 , which opens 
the opera and is used as a basis for transformations in 
Act I/4 , is again derived from the t reble line , this time 
in retrograde inversion . 
In this case , parody is using borrowed notes in a 
new context . The shape and character of th e original 
have been distended by t r ansformation , thus ra ther obscur-
ing the aural link with the older music . Never theless , 
th i s i s true parody in the renaissance mode . It is 
not necessary for the borrowed music t o be clearly d i s -
cernible ; only to be the basis of a new compos i tion . The 
aim is a ' fusion of old and new elements ' . Trans f ormation 
pr ocesses act as a catalyst in this fusion. By controlling 
the complexity of the process and the timing of its 
occurrence , the composer controls the impact of the parody . 
The extracts shown in Example J . 2 were transformed at the 
pre - compositional stage . Various factors influence the 
degree to which an aural link with the ' In Nomine ' is 
perceived . These include: 
( a) Register . Octave displacement s obscure inter -
vallic patterns . 
( b) Direction . Retrogrades here are harder to iden-
tify than primes or inversions ; inversions are 
harde r • than primes . 
( c) Mode of pres en t ation . Example J . 2 . J e mploys a 
chordal , rathe r than a linear mode , and consequent -
ly reflects only h a rmonic propert i es of t h e ' I n 
Nomine ' . 
Further illustrat ion of this interaction between 
transformation and par ody may be fo und in the dances of 
Act I/J . Here , styl i stic as well as purely mus ical 
par ody i s evident. Ex amples J . J and J . 4 s h ow par ts of 
two dances - a galliard and a ma rch. Both themes can be 
seen to have developed from the or iginal ' In Nomine ', 
the gallia rd f r om the pla i n song , and the marc h f r om the 
tre ble line . Each is using borrowe d material in a 
contex t other than or i g inally intended (which itse l f 
introduce s an element of discord) . The l evels of trans -
format i on operat ing to r each the parody from the or i g inal 
vary . In Example J . J the level i s very basic ; a 
transfe r rather than a transformat i on . The notes of 
the plainsong become the not es of the gal l iard : 
EXAM PLE J . J Tavern er I / J , bar s 66 --7 2 (cel lo) . 
Derivation from 'I n Nom i ne '. 
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In Example J .4, however , the march music is at a 
further remove from the or i ginal . The four stages in its 
evolution , as shown , a r e evidence of tra nsforma tion on a 
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Taverner I/3 , bar 222 ( violas) . 
Stages in transformation from ' In 
Nomine ' treble line . 
Most simply , the march i s a parody of the cello 
l ine from the precedin g t r ansi ti on (b) . This, in its 
turn , is der ived from an i nversion of the ' In Nomine ' 
trebl.e line , (c) and ( d) . 
Before entering the field of large- scale transform -
ation systems in Taverner, mention must be made of other 
uses of parody . Parody governs , as well as localised 
musical events , the opera ' s basic formal plan . The 
two Acts are eac h divided into fo ur scenes . Parts of the 
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Second Act are des i gned to be parodies of the First , and 
vice versa. Example J . 5 s h ows these interrela tionsh i ps : 
AC'l' I 
2. 4-
Court Room Chapel Throne Room Throne Room 
Trial of Monks King and Mock 
Taverner by Card inal c rucifixi on 
White Abbot 
ACT II I ~ I I 2. 4-
Court Room Throne Room Chape l Market Place 
Trial of King a nd Monks Real 
White Abbo t Cardinal execut i on 
by Taverner 
EXAMPLE J . 5 Taverner Formal plan . 
The Chapel and Throne Room scenes in each Act imitate 
rather than parody each other . Simi l ar events take place 
in each , and there are close musical parallels . The two 
oute r scenes , however , are clearly related through parody . 
The stage direct ions at the openin g o:f Act II require 
that 
. .. . the actors throughout this are 
somnambulistic , with jerky move ments , as 
in an early cinema film. The whole i s 
conceived as a parody of Act I scene 1 . 
The sequence of events is virtually the same in 
both Court Room scenes : a success ion of accusat ion , 
'? 2 
defence, evidence and comment. The irony of the role 
reversal is emphasised in Act II/1 by a gross distort i on 
of the earlier Court Room scene . The music ·is acceler -
ated , and the full - bodied orchestral texture replaced 
by perc us s i on and high wind. Tave rner ' s accusations 
a re made in a mechanical chant simi lar to the dogmatic 
interruptions of the Counc il, indicating his dehumanised 
state . Individual events are now drastically shortened , 
and most of the pomp and ceremony omitted . It is , in 
fact , a mockery not only of the earl ier trial (which was 
farcica l enough) , but of Taverner himself and h i s un-
fo rtunate stat e . 
In contrast , the two execution scenes are a parody in 
revers e. The resulting psychological impact is different , 
the mock cruc ifixion being seen as a forewarning rather 
than a mockery. 
There are also examples in the music of parody in the 
satirical sense , often to make a dramatic point. This 
is parody in accordance with th e first of the Grove 
definitions c i ted above. For example , the original 
Taverner music has a peculiarly astringent quality when 
used in Act II/J . As the White Abbot and the monk s are 
led out of the ir monastery by sold i ers , they sing : 
' He that cometh in the Name of the Lord .... . ' . Being 
Taverner ' s own . setting , it is doubly telling , as it is 
he who has order ed the ir i mpri sonment . Another instance 
is the climax of Taverner ' s ' confession ' in Act I/4 . 
He utters his f a lse words of r epentance to the notes 
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of his own music , defiling both them and, symbolically , 
hi s creative self : 
} LJ f 7 J-j=f, -r-FFj-
v~..J--_J ty\,U°' -ft.. 0-k; I h<l\.Vt2. rviC<.de.,, 
$ f f r l 
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EXAlY!PlE J . 6 Taverner I/4 , bars 65J - 659. 
Like parody , transformation exists on ma ny levels 
in Taverner . Change a nd movement are of the essence : 
' process ' rather than ' product '. Togethe r with parody 
and symbolism, tran sformation gove rns everything from 
large formal s t ructures to brief gestures within scenes . 
Mus i cal transfor ma t ion s often act in parallel with 
dramat i c and symbolic transformations . Act I/4 will be 
examined in de t ai l here as it i s espec i ally r epresent -
ative of th i s . 
In this scene , the J ester , al ias Death , ga ins his 
first command over Taverner and brainwashes him into 
'confession ' . Taverner moves from suspicion at t h e 
beginning , through doubt and confusion, to rejection 
of the Church and all its trapp ings . This culminates 
in a melodramatic and unconvincing testimony of new 
faith. Accompanying these events are complex set 
transformations in the music , and various symbolic acts , 
aside . The former effectively probe beneath the surface 
of the drama, while the latter give visual clar ification 
above the surface . Example J.7 demonstrates this 
pattern of dramatic , symbolic and musical events . 
Each event i s effected by a ' transforming agent ' . 
I n dramatic events the agent is the Jester, alias Death ; 
in symbolic events it is fire ; in musical events it is 
a system of expans i on of duration and inte r val. 
By close interl i nking of the elements of the drama in 
this way , a synthes i s of t he dramat i c whole is approached , 
The musical transformation is not cont i nuous throughout 
the scene , but repeatedly applies the same principle to 
a fixed set . A complete analysis of every s uch occurrence 
wo uld be academic and unnecessary ; an examination of 
selected parts , however , will clarify the method and its 
relation to the drama . 
The first 140 bars show a t h ree-part structure during 
which , through a process of t r ansformat i on , a set becomes 
its own inversion. The eight-note set , in the woodwind , 
is subjected to a systematic increase in interval and 
duration. The starting notes of each set are taken from 
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'].'averner and 
Jester both 
pour scorn on 
the Catholic 
Chur ch. 
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Street Pas s ion 
Play . 
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Taverner 's 
' conversion '; 
his testimony 
of n ew fa ith . 
EXAlVI PLE J . 7 
Ca tholic 
art icles 
fed to the 
furnace. 
Rose becomes 
Virgin Mary . 
white dove 
has be come 
bla ck raven . 
'r ave r ne r I/ 4 . 
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transformation 
stops : ' conver-
sion' is complet e. 
Transformations. 
begins Gb Eb G D ... . g ives rise to s e ts beginning 
b on E , G, D and so on. This is the method most commonly 
used by Davies for generating sets . Occasionally the 
sequence of increments i s sl i ghtly altered to avoid 
octaves or re peated notes . Example J. 8 shows the sets 
in the first of the t hree sections . Int e rvals are 
shown in their original re g isters, and this results in 
" . t l . . . . t l eac11 in erva increasing in s uccessive se·s . 
On reaching the eighth set of Example J . 8, the 
extremely widely spaced int e rvals a re streamlined as 
the second section begins . In this section , shown in 
Example J . 9, there is l ess movement than previously , 
and few e r transformations . Thi s more gradual process 
is reflected in the drama: the ac tion i s ha lted for a 
fe w mome nts as the fa t e·of Tave rne r ' s soul is sym-
bolically held in the balance . By the fourth se t of 
Example J . 9, the line has become an ex ac t inversion of 
the or i g inal one at the opening of Examp le J . ~. It is 
then trans posed down a tritone in readines s for the 
third section . 
Not unexpectedly , the t hird is a mi r r or i mage of the 
f irst : the same proces s in inversion (Exa mple J .10) . 
1 . In Stephen Arnold ' s a naly s is ( British Mu s ic Now , 
London , 1975 , PP ,79- BJ ) he ignores some re g i ster 
placements a nd take s account of o thers , producing 
a system whe r ein some intervals increase a nd others 
decrease . Such inconsiste~y would seem unne c -
essary; a log ic a l system of constan t increments 
can be see n in the notes as written . 
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EXAM PLE 3 . 10 Taverner I/4 bars 91-140 . 
Cello sets . 
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The process is a simple one , and is i deal fo r 
generating lengthy per i ods of music . As not only 
intervals bu t also durations i nc rease , the a rrival at 
the inversi on takes some time . 
There i s i nbui l t musical tension in something which 
i s r epeated but always slightly d i fferent , and an 
inevitable sen se of expectancy . In Act I/4 this expec -
tancy is maintained throug hout , as the same transformation 
proc ess is applied many times . A relative stability is 
achieved only in the final moments of the scene when 
the set sta t ements, although still tra nsposed on to 
each set note in turn , r emain unchanged in length a n d 
shape . These musical events effec tively mirror the 
dramat i c ones. During the who le scene a s trugg l e i s 
taking place for Taverner ' s soul. One momen t he i s 
swept close to the edge of persuasion , then he is drawn 
back by an opposing force ( his father , Rose Parrowe , his 
own conscience) . Finally h e is cor rupted . The tran sform-
ation is complete : with the music stable and static he 
utters his words of new faith (bar 653) . 
To misunderstand the f unction and timing of this 
transformation is to misunderstand on e of Davie s ' most 
basic compositional techniques . One writer has com-
p lained that in Act I/L1-
The brief amount of stage t i me g iven to 
Ta v erne r ' s r epentance makes the last Act 
almost incredible . A d~nouement may we l l 
be qu i ck, bu t to be cred i ble i t needs to 
be prepared and pr olonged sufficiently to1 make i t memorabl e . 
1. M. A. Scheppac h : "rhe Operas of Michael Tippet t •, 
Chapter III . Rochester , 1974 , p . 232 . 
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The last Act is indeed incredible , and intentionally 
so ; it is an extens i on of the farce of Taverner ' s false 
confession . That the repentance has been adequately 
prepared is shown in the description of the transformation 
process above . But perhaps most importantly , it is the 
brevity of the confession in itself that makes the 
essential dramatic point. Like the s hort , jaunty coda 
to the Second Tavern er Fantas ia , and the snatched chords 
that end the First Symphony , this moment is a mockery 
of the preceding intense build-up , a voiding any sense of 
achievement or solution. Such an implication would be 
inappropriate here both in music a l and in dramatic 
terms , but it is also inappropriate to Davies ' music in 
gene r al . An obv ious solution implies a pr oblem eas i ly 
overcome - someth ing wh ich Davies is reluctant to admit 
is possible fo r a composer of any worth today . 
How far the problems of writing a contemporary opera 
have been overcome in Taverner must ult i mately be decided 
at t he stage performance . The intricacies of the musical 
transformations , the subtle par odie s and vivid symbolism 
a re elements that must be appreciated as a dramat i c 
whole . For Davies , apart f r om the discipl ine of adapting 
his compositional techni q u es to the medium of theatre , 
t h e writing of Taverner has been t h e r eal i sation of a n 
obsess i on , provi d i ng a wealth of ide ol og i cal and .music a l 
mater i al which is man i fest in later works . 
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CHAprCER IV 
SECOND F AN'r AS IA 
ON AN IN NO!Vl INE OF J OHN TAVER NER 
Having completed the f ir s t Act of Tavern e r , Davies 
felt that muc h of the orchestral music within it , 
part i cularly i n the transition passage s , was i n need 
of symphonic expansion - something not possible wi th i n 
the confines of a drama . Hence the Second F a n t as i a on 
an In Nomine of John Tave rne r ( h e r eaft e r called the 
Second Taverner Fantasia) , which se rves not only as 
a f urthe r med ita t i on upon the s ixteenth- century ' I n 
Nomine ' , and a s an extensi on of principles within the 
First Taverne r Fantasia , but also as Davies ' f irst 
l a r ge - scale con f r on t ation with sonata and rondo forms . 
I mpor tant too i s the fact that the second Act of 
Taverner , unwr itt en at t h e time , was in i ts turn t o 
draw on mate rial from this fantas ia . 
It is one of thos e p i eces , like the ' Motet f or 
Orchestra ', Worlde s Blis , whic h another compose r may 
well have called a sym ph ony . The term ' symphony ', 
however , is no t one taken l i ghtly by Davie s , and was 
kept i n r eserve unt i l a much later wor k . The meaning 
and appropriatenes s of the term ' fan tasi a ' as applied 
to this work is one s ubject worthy of con;ide ration.
1 
The Second Tavern er Fan t as i a is a one- movement 
work for orc hestra last i ng thirty- nine minutes . The 
composer has i de n t i fied within i t th i rteen section s , 
disc usse d briefly in his progr amme note syno ps is . 2 
Mo r e generally , though, t hese sect ions g r oup int o three 
1 . See pp . 142 - 143 for a discuss i on of the t erms 
' sym ph ony ' and ' fan tas i a ' as used by Davies . 
2 . Giv en in Griff i ths : op . c i t . , pp . 141-144. 
large areas : a sonata a l legro , a s che r zo a n d trio, and a 
slow f inale . I n corporating Davies ' sections , the p ie ce 
may be summar i sed t hus: 
Bar 
l ( a) 
21 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
128 
l(b) Exposit i on 






















EXAMPLE 4 . 1 
SONATA 
ALLEGRO 
Deve l o pment 
Recapitulation of 2 
'De velopment 
Climax 
Trans i t i on 





Trans iti on 
SLOW 
Finale F INALE 
Coda 
Second Taverne r Fantasia . 
Formal structur e . 
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For convenience , sections will be r eferred to according 
to this nwnbering . 
It is significant that, unlike the opera and the First 
Taverner Fantasia , this work limits direct quotat i on from 
the bor rowed music , and takes as its starting point 
material that is already transformed. The Second Taverner 
Fantas i a , it seems , is in mid - development of an idea , not 
the initiator of it . The First Fantasia is indeed upon 
an ' In Nomine ' of John Tave rner ; the Second Fantasia is 
also upon a whole range of ideas beyond that ' In Nomine' . 
Here attention will be foc ussed initially on two 
subjects : the musical and structural relationship between 
the opera and the fantasia , and techniques employed in the 
construction of large - scale musical events. Then later 
sect i ons of the piece will be discussed wi th reference to 
processes of transformation , and the implications of such 
pr ocesses for the control of harmonic tension and the 
shaping of closed forms . 
Some of the material borrowe d from Taverner was trans -
fe rred intact to the fantasia, othe r material forming a 
core of motives for expansi on . Example 4 . 2 s how s the 
location of these borrowings within the opera . Section 
1 in the fantasia , together with its brief concluding 
fanfare , is an exact quotation of the transition passage 
between Act I/2 and I/3 and the brass music which follows , 
heralding the arrival of the King . However , when similar 
\ 
brass music returns at the end of the scene to mark the 
King ' s departure , Davies us es it in the fantasia as a 
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EXAM PLE 4 . 2 Taverner and the Second Taverner Fantasia 
Common mater i al . 
In the second Act of Taverner, wr i tten afte r the 
Second Taverner Fantasia, Davies uses t he climact i c central 
section of the orchestral work, section 6 , for the equally 
dramatic postlude to scene 1. This swirling woodwind 
texture with accompanying brass and string chords had been 
employed brief l y in the First Fantasia (at Figure 20) and 
hinted at in the closing bars of Taverner , I/4 (bar 751) , 
but now appears as a fully developed and powerful orchestral 
texture : in the Second Fantasia serving the purpose of 
consolidation of har monic material up to that point ; in 
the opera acting more as a final flash of colour reflecting 
the intensity of the preceding visual symbolism . 
A f u rther link between the two works is their endings . 
The long , slow finale of the fantasia, near ly all for 
str i ngs , becomes the last part of the opera, commencing 
halfway through Act II/4. In the fantasia this music 
stands alone ; in the opera it is the backcloth for the 
emotive words of Taverner and the White Abbot, leading 
up to the Abbot's execution . 
In these parallels between the Taverner works , some 
of Davies' me thods of selecting material become apparent. 
The transition between Act I/2 and 1/J, opening with a 
concentrated motivic statement derived from the 'In 
Nomine ', followed by a gradual flowering of ideas , is 
eminently suitable for the opening of the Second Fantasia : 
more so than the earlier transi t i on between Act I/1 and 
I / 2 , which i s short a nd f as t with f le eting reference to 
motives rather than consistent ma n i pu lation of them . 
The choice of the ' f anfare ' music as a contrasting 
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additional subject within the sonata form structure is 
also significant. In the opera it is merely a brief 
fl ourish , but in the fantasia Davies exploits the 
d ifference in character and orchestral colour between 
it and the preceding music with a f ull-scale development 
in section 5. 
There are two distinct methods used by Dav i es in the 
treatment of the Tav erner ' In Nomine ' music . Firstly, 
in its unadulterated ~tate it appears as quotat i on, 
superimposed upon the other music rather than integrated 
with it, as a cantus firmus in long notes . The two out-
standing instances are the oboe cantus at bar 415 , and 
the violin 'molto vibrato' cantus at bar 6JJ . Distanced 
from the rest of the musical activity , there are suggest-
ions of parody at these points 1 , or perhaps a flashback 
to the work's origins; characteristically an inter-
pretat i on is left to the l istener. 
One possible effect of such a cantus is to distort 
time . This is especially apparent in the violin ' molto 
vibrato ' cantus , where the 'In Nomine ' p lainsong l• C ' ,_, 
d ivided into fragments. Each fragment appears during 
oine of the interludes separating statements of the scherzo 
music 2 , and is therefore temporally distinc t . In the 
final interlude , all the pi tches of the plainsong are 
drawn together, as in Example 4.J : 
1. Parody in the ironic sense ; see definition ( i), 
p . 65 , above . 
2 . For de t a ils of structure , see Example 4 . 14 , below. 
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EX Al\lJPLE Li- • 3 Second Taverner Fantasia, section 8. 
Temporal separation of cantus fragments . 
-
-
The listener is required to hear , on one level , events 
progress i ng slo~ly over a long time span (the cantus); on 
on another l evel , rapid transformations within each scherzo 
statement ; and on still another level , the effect of the 
mus ic as it occurs chronologically - statements , i nter-
ludes and cantuses . Additionally, in order to perceive the 
cantus as cont inu ous , he must us e memory to link i ts 
fragments . 
More pertinent to the main fabric of the music i s Davies' 
second method of treating the Taverner 'In Nomine'. It 
is not used in its original form, but transformed into 
new sets and motives . The process invo lved in the 
manipulation of these ideas is usually one of two kinds : 
systematic p i tc h transformation , or simple set trans-
pos i t ion . A clear illustrat i on of the latter is found 
in section 1 of the fantasia . 
Section l ( a) presents three mo tivi c ideas , each of 
which i s deve loped through out t he pi ece . All a r e 
90 
derived from the 'In Nomi n e '. The f irst extract shown 
in Exampl e 4 . 4 provides th e mate rial f or the g reater 
part of section l ( b) , the second is u sed in the 
' development ', sect i on) , and the third forms the basis 
of the ' fanfare ' music : 
EXAM PLE 4 .4 Second Taverner Fantasia . 
Motives in sec tion l ( a) . 
In section l ( b) the string s carry mo s t of the musical 
we i g ht, as i s often the case even in Davies ' later orch -
estral works . The i r contrapuntal lines are determi ned 
by a simple system of set permutation based on the first 
l i ne of Example 4 . 4 . Thre e groups of sets are played 
twi ce : 
>( 'I z_ 1--. y z 
' 
7 sels S-- seJ-s b sef-s 7 sd-s S- srd-:s b sa.1-s 
Secon d Tave rner Fantasia 
Sect ion l(b ). 
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Every set orig inates fr om the 'In Nom i ne ' t r eble line , 
or from i t s de rivat i on - the f irst line of Examp l e 4 .4 . 1 
In X, sets begin on successive n otes of this derived 
line . Decora tive or s u pport ive ma t e rial i s d istingui shed 
from set ma terial by being played pizzicato . In Y, sets 
begin on pitches which together fo rm the treble line of 
the ' In Nomine '. Finally, in Z, sets begin on a retro-
grade ver s ion of the ' In Nomine ' treble l i ne . The se 
three groups of se t t r anspos itions are shown in Examples 
4 . 6 , 4 . 7 and 4 . 8. 2 
A simple transposition pr ocess in the strings , there -
fore , prov i des most of the section 's p itch mate rial . 
Three other facto rs , however , are of particular import-
ance in t he shaping of the s ection : re g ister, dynam i c 
and density of texture . 
From X to the en d of Z there i s a gradual ascent in 
reg iste r eac h time , accompani ed by an increase in 
' dynamic intensi ty . Upon r eachi ng a peak at bar 66 , X , 
Y and Z a r e repeated : again they move f rom l ow to high 
register , but this time each dynamic i s mark ed up . As 
well as thi s , there i s a steady add iti on of instruments 
to the orches tral t extur e . After ba r 66 , thi s forms an 
inte n s ity curve wh ich cu lminates a t bar 117 . The 
tension of this long build - up i s then r eleased by the 
brass and pe rc uss i on ' fanfare ' mus i c . 
1 . See Examples J . 1 and J . 2 above for manner of 
deriva tion . 
2 . Th is tec hni que of a rti c u lating p itch g r ou ps on 
different levels has been noted i n Pr olat ion -






EXAMPLE 4 . 6 
1 ~r k:o <J v--e-b=rr=b e D 
Secon d Taverne r Fantasi a , s ect i on l ( b) , bars 1-40 and 66 - 86 
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EXAMPLE 4 . 7 Second Taverner Fantasia , secti on l(b) , bars 41 - 54 and 87- 98 
(Y g roups ) . Set der ivation and transposit ions . 
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Second Tav erne r Fantasi a , section l(b) , bars 53 - 65 and 99 - 116 







The r e are several levels on which this intensity 
curve may be fe l t. On the broadest l evel, the whole 
section is expe rienced as one huge process of increasing 
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EXAMPLE 4 . 9 Second Tave rne r Fant asia , section l ( b) . 
Int e n s ity c urve . 
On another l evel , the listener fee l s the i nten s i fying 
of each half of the section bec a use of the stri ngs ' 
ascent in register , and also feels the greater dyn ami c 
intensi ty of the second half in relation to the f i rst 
( Ex a mple ~-. 1 0 ). 
21. 1/6. 
f }Jf 
EXAMPLE Li, . 10 Second Taverner Fantasia, section l(b). 
A further facto r contributing to the build - up of 
tension i s pe rceived on a lower level : the intensification 
of individual notes and phrases . This is a characteristic 
f eature of much of Davies ' music , creating an atmosphere 
of urg ency, of moving toward s a goal : 
f V '!NAf11C 
EX AM PLE I.J . • 11 Second Ta v e rner Fantasia , section l( b) . 
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This section of the fantasia displays techniques of 
a kind found in most of Davies ' large - scale works . 
Moreover, it displays an easily recognisable Davies 
sound : 'working ' music that traces an uncompromising 
path upwards and outwards , dominated by strings and 
broken abruptly at its peak by a signal from percussion 
b 1 or rass. 
At a point roughly midway through the fantasia a 
massive climax occurs during which the musical activity 
preced ing it is concentrated into its barest elements 
and brought to a standstill . The harmonies which have 
emerged as significant are encapsulated in three chords : 
one whole-tone 
scale ; major 
thirds . 
both whole-tone 
scales ; minor 
thirds . 
both whole-
tone scale s; 
major and minor 
r---A--., t hi r cl s . 
q -:-~ ll-- 0 - --------,- -
d'---- · _--tt::-__,o_;_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~--~----_~o-'=-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=--;-t=- &---== 
$~- - ---e¾ ~~~-
EXAM PLE I~ . . 12 Second Taverner Fantasia , section 6 . 
The chords represent , as well as a summing-up , a 
new begi nning : the start of a development where the 
conflicts withi n and between them will be confronted 
and battled out . Conflicts between the two whole-tone 
scales , for example , betwe en major and minor, and between 
1 . For other examples see A Mirror of Whitening Light, 
Figures Ul - Xl ; First Symphony , Figures JJ - 40 and 
97 - lOJ . 
the stability of D minor ( relating back to the Taverner 
' In Nomi.ne ' ) and the persistent amb i guity of t he t r itone . 
The music up to this point has only hinted at such 
conflicts . Each of the ge rminal motives from the opening 
is developed separately; when contrasting harmonic 
elements like those above appear together they are perceived 
as imposed upon the surface of the mus i c, not pursui ng 
their interrela~ionships, and being quickly superseded 
by the continuing exploration of separate moti v es . 
At the beginning of the ' development ', sec t ion J, 
for example , three important elements are present : 
(a) the ' Death' chord : [DJ; 
( b) a tritone of the opposite whole - tone scale : [Tl · 
~ ) 
( C ) the fanfar e motive : [FJ, being t h e first three 
notes of the plai nsong and t h e opening trumpet 
call of the opera : 
[1> J 
EXAMPLE 4. lJ .1 Second Taverner Fantasia. 
Essential elements of sect i on J. 
During this section , to bar JOB , [DJ and [FJ appear 
independently , the tritone enclos i n~ them at either 1 '---' eno_ . 
Me lod ic development continues elsewhere , but these 
essential h a rmonies simply exist , unchanging and as yet , 
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EXAM PLE 4. lJ. 2 Second Taverner Fantasia, section J , bars 266 - JOB . 









There i s , in effect , t oo mu ch mus i cal mater i al and 
too ma ny changes of pace in this sonata- fo rm struc ture 
fo r harmonic limits to be defined and any consol id a tion 
to take place . It could be said t hat the first half of 
the p i ece is an expl orat ion of diffe r ent pathways leading 
f rom a single point ( the germinal f irs t twenty b a r s ) , 
while t he sec ond half seeks one route into wh i ch all 
pathways fuse . This hig hlig hts both the s ynthes i s and 
the i ncompatib i lity of the var i ous harmonic e lements 
involved , and f orms the basis of a musical a r gument built 
on a s truggle for harmonic domina nce r ather than on melodic 
l inear contrast . 
Following t h e clima ctic chords , a slow transi tion , 
fo r eshadowing the final adag io , introduces a large- ~cale 
t ri partit e structure resembling a sc h erzo and tr i o. 
Formally the two sch erzi a r e identical . Four melodic 
statement s , each in three segments , a r e separated by 
interlud es : 
I 
59't-. 







EXAMPLE I+ .14 
II II I IV 
64-0. 718. 




Second Taverner Fantas ia, sec tions 8 
a n d 10 . Fo rmal structure . 
101 
,Al 
It is difficult to know what Davies means when he 
says in his notes on the work
1 tha t in the secon d scherzo 
( sec ti on 10) the interludes are omit t ed . Althoug h shorter 
than thos e of the f irst scherzo , they are clearly pr esent , 
played on harp and p i zz icat o strings at bar s 90 1, 938 and 
The B s egments of sec tions 8 and 1 0 contain identical 
material, on horn and contrabassoon res pec tively . Their 
p itches, which become harmon i cally very importan t , a r e 
as follow s : 
±==========================iE=-= 11c A...----,o...,__- _--_-.--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_----~_-_-..::-..::-_-_-_-_-_-t-J  
,.11_8 - - --- 0 ----------- --1 
EXAM PLE 4 . 15 
k 
0 
Second Taverner Fantas ia, sections 8 
and 10 . Pi t c h content of]_ segments 
(c ontrabassoon in section 1 0 two octave s 
lower) . 
1 . Quoted i n Griffiths: op . cit ., p . 14J . 
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In this respect the remarks of Paul Griffiths on 
this part of the wor k a r e misleading . He says that in 
the second scherzo 
.. . . the f irst viol i ns lead eight dyn am i c 
me l odic statements separated by brief 
passage s dominated in turn b y harp and 1 
double bassoon. 
In referr ing to the interludes and the B segments 
collectively as ' brief passages ', he fails to di s tin -
gu ish between the ir very d ifferent f unct ions , and 
suggests e i ght statements of equal weight instead of 
four mirrored pairs . 
An explanation of the method of melod i c generation 
shou ld clarify this . In sect i on 8 , the primary melodic 
material is s hared between the woodwinds : a series of 
transformations occupying the A a nd Al segments . In 
eac h segment, the statement i s in three parts . Taking 




EX AM PLE lJ . • 16 
I 
l,o g (;, 11 
B A' -
(i"1"1) (i) (_i i) ( iii) 
Second Taverner Fantasia , section 8. 
Structur e of statement I . 
1. Griffiths : op . cit . , p . 46 . 
l OJ 
Ea ch s uc cessive part of segment~ c on tra cts progr ess -
ive l y i n interv a l . I n Al t h e pr ocess i s r eve r sed : int er-
v a ls pr ogr ess ive ly ex pand in a mirr or invers i on of A. So 
one simple tra nsform a t ion i s compl et e : a ser i es of p i tc hes , 
~(i) , bec ome s its own inve r s i on , Al ( iii) : 
A l 
_ill @ 
6, 2. CD (2) (D (i) (i) _(j)_ (i) _@_(iL(o)_,._o'--(i)----t---t--t-
EX AlVI PLE i.J, . l ? 
0 
Secon d Tav e rne r Fant asia , section 8 . 
Pi tc h t r a nsfor mati on i n A segmen t s ) 
s tatement I . 
( @ = int e r val) . 
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Intervals here are shown irrespec
tive of r egis ter, 
for clarity. 
The next statement , II, follows a 
similar pattern . 
The beginnings of a process of tra
nsformation on a 
larger scale are evi dent , too . E
xample 4 . 18 shows the 
first pitches of each statement . 
A definite contraction 
may be seen across each statement
, sometimes a regular 
reduction and sometimes a gradual
 shifting . A certain 
flex ibility is necessary , as a st
rict contraction of each 
successive statement would ~ave n
o leeway for contraction 
within the later statements. 
EX AM PLE 4 . 18 Second Taverner Fantasia , section 8
. 




The fourth statement begins with a melodic line 
which is to dominate the final slow music of the piece . 
But the whole scherzo ends not with this music , but 
with its inversion; suggesting that the process is not 
yet complete - that the line is not yet ready to occupy 
its place in the important :finale. 
Hence the second scherzo , which performs the role 
of completion . On first violins this time, its statements 
are mirror images - sometimes exact and sometimes 
approximate - of those of the first scherzo . Each part 
and segment is a retrograde inversion of its earl i er 
counterpart. This process in all four statements of 
both scherzi is shown in Example l~ .19. 
The result is that the second scherzo does end with 
the prime vers i on of the final line of Example 4 . 18 , in 
readiness for the slow finale . 
The importance of this line (to be called f henceforth) 
has been predicted by its appearance during the slow 
transition before the first scherzo , emerg i ng f i rst 
among other lines on first v i olin, pizzicato ( bar 571 ), 
then unmistakably in a solo flute cantus immediately 
prior to the scherzo ( bar 581). 
Furthermore , X dominates the trio , section 9 - its 
notes becoming a long string cantus with melismas 
branching from i t . The function of this trio is as a 
point of repose and contrast between two sche r zi ; it is 
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EXAMPLE 4 . 19 . 2 Sec ond Taverner Fantasia , sections 8 and 1 0 . Transformations > 
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EXAMPLE 4 . 1 9 . 4 second Tave r ner Fa n t a sia , s ec ti ons 8 and 1 0 . 
sta t emen t I V. 
Tr a n sformat ions, 
[:i:J 
[I] 
direction taken by the first scherzo . It seems that one 
of the changing shape .s, X, is frozen and examined under 
a microscope - each note hugely magnified so that the 
whole retracts behind eac h of its parts. This is a 
period of harmonic clarification - a summary of the 
achievement of section 8 . But it is not a goal reached : 
before this melody can assert itself and become stable, 
in the final adagio , the wh o le process must begin again , 
this time with more urgency , in the second scherzo. 
Two common features of musical material in the two 
scherzi have been described : the mirrored transformation 
process, and the pr imary lines of the~ segments . 
However, the second scherzo displays a greater drama 
in its forward movement . Th is is ach ieved through 
various means . One factor is the comparative brevity 
of the interludes , which allows the process to move 
with greater continuity. Another is the systematic 
addition of instruments to the polyphonic texture . A 
third factor is the appearance of the ' Death ' chord, 
[DJ , in each of the~ segments . We will consider 
these factors in turn . 
Firstly, in section 8 the interludes carry weighty 
material : the ' In Nomine ' cantus on violin , molto 
vibrato . Their harmony takes up that of the B segments 
and develops it. They almost overshadow the transform-
ations occurring in the t segments . In section 10 , 
however, the interludes are brief gestures of division , 
simply referring to the harmonic movement taking place , 
without acting upon it. 
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Second l y , Davies employs a favo u r i te t ec hn i que : 
the creation of a progressively complex web of sound 
t hr ough a bu i ld - up of instrumental force . At the end 
of sec t ion 10 , the texture has moved from three to 
t hirteen i ndependent l ines : 
VrouN I 











EXAMPLE 4 . 20 
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Second Taverne r Fantasia , section 
10 . 
Progressive density in instrumentation . 
The resultant aural expectation throughout the scherzo 
of new timbres a nd r egisters prope ls the music forward . 
Such a bu i ld - up does not happen in the same way i n section 
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8 : although l ine s are a dded they are usually doublings , 
and the polyphony never ventures beyond two or three 
voices. 
The third factor concerns the ' Death ' chord , which 
features in section 10 as a low , menacing shad ow t o the 
contrabas soon solos in the~ segments . The first three 
occurrences of it are straig htforward transposi ti ons on 
~ D, C and F res pective ly , but the fourth i s sl ightly 
altered t o introduce a minor third , for e ign to the 
whole - tone scal e characterisin g the ' Death' chord : 
EX AM PLE LJ- . 2 1 Second Taverner Fantasia, sec tion 10. 
Chords in B segments ( horns) . 
This i s by no means a random move ; it serves t o 
re - introduc e the motto [FJ , a nd to open the field to 
possible conflict betwe en [ FJ and [DJ . Perhaps it is 
no co incidence that [ DJ ( Death) should e ngage in a 
batt l e ' for dominance with [FJ ( from the ' In Nomine ' 
plainsong : ' Benedictus qui venit . . . .. ' ) . 
This leads back to our earlier proposition - that the 
second half of this f a ntasi a involves a s trugg le for the 
s uperiori ty of a harmonic area . 
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Th e theme f which g r adually assumes s uch prominence 
is built on a juxtaposition of the two whole -tone scales : 
EX AM PIE Li, . 22 Second Taverne r Fantas ia . 
Theme X - whol e -tone stru6tur e . 
The ]2 segments of both scherzi sym bol i ze some thing 
of this dichotomy , as may be noted in Ex a mple 4 . 15 . 
S tat e ment 1]2 is a falling se venth, Bb t o C ; s t a t ement 
IIB a falling tri tone , A to E~ Already the tw o scales 
a r e defined , as a re two ou t of the three possible inter -
vals wi thin a whole - tone scale - ma jor second , ma j or 
third and tritone , plus octave equivalent s . Statement 
III~ compresses the ident i ties of I and II int o one : 
two pitches from each scale appear interlocked . Finally, 
statement IV~ a€hieve s a compromise : four pitc hes f rom 
the same whole - tone scale , u s ing all the intervals, 
including the missing major third . Describing the whole-
tone sca l e beginning on C as [y] , and the scale beginning 
on cif [ z] , we may describe these segments thus : 
IB IIB IIIB IVB 














A similar coming together of one whole - tone scale 
is displayed in the string harmony accompanying these 
horn notes in the B segments of section 8 . Example 
4.23 shows how the two whole-tone scales are inter-
loc1ced : 1 
-
608 . 
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EXAMPLE 4 . 23 Second Taverner Fantasia , section 8 . 
Harmonic movement in~ segments ( strings) . 
1 . cf . a similar process in Prolation ; Example 2 . lJ 
above . 
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At first the two whole-tone scales are roughly 
equal in proportion. IB uses all twelve tones once 
each, alternating between scales. In IIB and IIIB one 
scale is dominant over the other, and in IVB one scale 
achieves complete superiority, with only a couple of 
' foreign' notes . Furthermore , all six of its notes are 
used immediately, in a pointed reference to theme X . 
At the opening of the slow finale , section 12 , theme 
X is at last able to assert itself after a gradual but 
frenzied emergence during the scherzi and trio . As 
shown above , its bipartite whole - tone structure has been 
reflected in other harmonic activity , and this is further 
reinforced by the two opposing tritones which conclude the 
short transition , section 11. 
The function of this finale is quite different from 
that of the rest of the piece. The development is 
over: the material has by now be en subject to rigorous 
working out, and harmonic conflicts have been brought 
to the fore. Now there is a concentration of ideas -
unadorned and reduced to their essential forms . 
Theme X forms the basis of the section , on strings. 
However, at its fourth repetition the constituent parts 
of [DJ and [F] begin to assimilate on brass ( bar 1156). 
The barriers between symbolic and non-symbolic material 
have been broken : the ' Death' chord seems now to r epre -
sent a whole - tone , or major tonality, while chord [F] 
represents the opposite minor tonality . As if in 
confirmation of this , there is at bar 1125 an appearance 
of the Taverner plainsong fully integrated with other 
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music, and not as a quotation as previously. Every 
part of the music is much simpler, much clearer, than 
at any stage in the piece. The music is more essentially 
now about the 'In Nomine' : it has moved towards it rather 
than started from it. 
The coda, too, allows the very last word to the 
plainsong. It is a fleet ing and insubstantial ending, 
paying scant homage to the vast complexity which has 
preceded it . Played very quietly on wind, the impression 
is of an echo from elsewhere in time: perhaps from the 
composer's mind before the work was begun. It may be 
in part a final token of respect to Taverner the composer. 
Most i mportantly, it re-directs attention to the work's 
source, giving to the plainsong the status it has lacked . 
The struggle for harmonic dominance dissolves as the 
opposing parties are consumed by the music that generated 
them all. 
The manipulation of time - chronolog ic al , psycholog-
ical and historical time - is a v ital compositional 
tool in the fantasia . The conflicts sparked off by the 
interaction of these three kinds of time are a fasc inating 
aspect of the work, and are closely linked with transform-
ation processes. For instance, we may perceive the 
cantus fragments in section 8 as a historical reference; 
as the articulation of a structure through their 
temporal s e paration; an~ as a s tatic contrast to the 
concurrent rapid transformations . The pacing of 
transformations is also very important in the control 
of harmonic change, as seen in sections 8 , 9 and 10. 
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Although the Second Taverner Fantasia i s not Davies' 
first attempt at ex t ended orchestral writ ing , it differs 
significantly in two respects from Prolation . Firstly, 
there is a strong dramatic element within the fantasia 
due to its relationshi p with the opera Taverner. 
Pr olat ion is essentially non-dramatic - any meaning being 
contained within the actual notes and proc esses . 
Secondly , although the serial workings a re as complex 
in the fantasia as they are in Prolation, in the later 
work they ope rat e within established formal contexts 
such as sonata and r ondo forms - being a means to a 
perception of higher- level processes rather than ends 
in themselves . 
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CHAPTER V 
THE MAGIC SQUARE 
Davies began to use so-called ' magic squares ' as 
an aid to compos ition in the mid-seventies , and they 
have featured in a large number of works since . 
Despite an a ura of mystery surrounding their as trolog -
ical connotations and mathemat ic a l properties , the use 
of squares marks no great revolution in Davi es ' musical 
thinking . It is rather an extens ion of compositional 
principles with whi ch he had been working for many 
years . Transpositional squares , fo r example , may be 
observed in works as early as St ed man Doubles (1955) 
and Pro lation , and they form the groundplan for 
transformation processes in the Taverner works . 
These earl i er pitch workings focus pr i marily on 
the initial line or set as most significant , with 
subsequent lines moving away and c hanging, but always 
being d e riva tions of the first one . 'l1he goal is 
usually a new statement of the firs t line , often in 
inversion. The magic square , however , is by nature 
balanced and symmetrical - a complete statement in 
itself. It depends for the aural impact o f its melodic 
and harmonic properties on the particular pathway 
traced through it . 
The permutational possibili ties here provide the 
composer with a rich and varied source of mate ri al , 
while at the same time rema ining within a defined 
element field . Such ex tend e d statements are entirely 
s uited to Davies , with hi s penchant for long can tus 
lines and the appl i cat i on to them of techniques like 
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isorhythm and mensural canon . Indeed , from the listener ' s 
point of view , the clarification of this predominant 
l i ne a n d its assoc i ated hierarchy of leve l s has been 
more i mportant than the actual note workings within 
t h e square. 
The basic property of a n umerical mag i c square is 
that all its rows, read across , downwards and d i agonally , 
1 add up to the same number . The traditional linking 
of these mathematical phenomena with the planets 
provides myst i cal, as well as musical , food for thought. 
The notes of Davies' squares, too, are generally derived 
from a pl a insong , which has its own spiritual associations . 
Characteristically , Davies plays on the intera ction of 
such ideas : discovering them and assessing their 
importance in the piece is , howeve r , a matter for the 
l istener. 
The squares most frequently used by Davies and some 
of the works in which they appear a r e as follows : 
Square of the Moon 2 
Square of Mercury 
Ave Ma ris Stella 




A Mirr or of Whi t ening 
Li g ht 
Westerlings 
1 . For more complex p r operties see W. S . Andrews : Magic 
Squares and Cubes , New York , 196 0 . 
2 . Number squares associated with the planets are 
described in J . Michell : The View over Atlantis , 
London , 1969 , pp . 100-101 . 
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Square of the Sun Second Symphony 
Square of Mar s Second Symph ony _ 
Davi es ' own squares are formed by supe r imposing a 
p i tch matrix on the number square - the exact method 
of arriving at the final version varying from square 
to squ a re . David Roberts has explai ned in some detai l 
how th i s process is applied to the squares of the Moon1 
and of Mercury2 . Without retrac ing too much of h is 
ground , it would be us eful to look bey ond th e actual 
steps of cons truction to the relationship between the 
square and its original element s , and to the harmonic 
implications of t he square. 
Davies' borrowed elements in Av e Mar is Stella and 
A Mi rror of Whitening Light are the squares of the 
the Moon and of Mercury respectively: 
mo oN m£ n.. Cv lZ.y 
37 78 21 70 21 62. 13 .,1- 5' 3 5B scr s 4- tz. 
6 3~ 71 3 0 71 22 63 /4- 1-6 4-~ /5 14- >2- S3 {/ 
4-7 7 Jc; 11'0 3/ 72 2 3 5S IS 4-1 2.3 2--Z. 4-lJ- _fi I t:t 
/6 4-8 8 4-o 8/ 32- 64- 21- S:6 32 3 'f--
f-· 
35 2'1 2 8 38 
57 I 7 1-1 'j 4-1 73 33 65 2~ t-o 21, 27 37 3 6 30 
2 6 SB ) g So I 4-2 7 1- 31- 6 {;, 17 't-7 q-{., 20 2 / t3 
---
{,7 27 5·9 Jo 5'/ 2 4-3 75 35 9 5"S S4- I Z 13 S'! 
36 611 /9 fo II S-2 3 4-4 7(; £4- z 3 t> r bo b 
77 2B b9 20 br 12. 5"3 4· 4-S' 
EXAM PLE 5 . 1 Magic squares of Mo on and Mercury. 
1 . Contact 19 , 1978, pp . 26 - 29 . 


















He also uses two plainsong melodies : 
A _ ve.. Ha..-ris S' l-(!)J..q__ 
EXAMPLE 5 . 2 . l 
EXAMPLE 5 . 2 . 2 
Pla insong used 1.n Ave Maris Stella . 1 
0 0 0 -v-·-9'---------
v e.-ru s cuu. --1-a.. Spir - L - his 
Plainsong used in A Mirror of Whiten-
ing Light . 1 
The processes by which these elements become a 
combined pitch and duration square for compositional 
use are different in each case . The manipulation of 
the Moon square is considerably more complex than that 
of the Mercury square . The two processes may be 
summarised thus : 
1 . Moon/Ave Maris Stella 
P lainsong gives rise to a pitch set: 
EXAMPLE 5 . J Pi tch set used in Moon square . 
l . See Appendix A for sources. 
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A transpositional square is made from the pitch set: 
1) A 8 C c# 
-JI;-
G-1[ F r; F 
fr r;__ Ft G- c,.:fl: c-t 
::#' 
]) B C 
8 F:#- ~I-" (.1' A A# J)-;¾r F C 4r ]) 
C G- A A# B ~ Ftr :J> J).t 
c,:11:' G-11=- At 8 C F G -#= }) £ 
Ffr c,.. :11= ]) 6. F n=tt- C G:/f A 
~{to: J):r F Ft G- C J) # B 
E B c.:#- J) J)-.#- c-* A#- pt G-
F c. ]) y :it- € A B G-- ;#-& 
EXAMPLE 5 Jf Transpositional square. 
Th e numbers of the Moon square are reduced to nine 
or less by repeatedly subtracting nin e : 
1 G 2 7 3 3 'T Cf s 
6 2. 7 3 s 4- CJ s I 
2. 7 3 8 4- q s I 6 
7 3 g 1- 9 .> J 6 2 
3 8 q- '1 s I 6 2. 7 
8 t- 9 s { 6 z 7 3 
4- 9 S' I r; 2 7 J g ,_____ __ 
er 5' I 6 2 7 3 B 4-
s- I b 2 7 3 8 1- Cf 







Each horizontal line of p i tc he s is numbe red one to 
nine : 
p A B 
3 
c4- ctt -41 G-11 ~ F 
I z .f f- {, 7 8 "t 
A € F# G- 16-.:# ctt pi' 88 C ( 2 3 4- s {; 7 9 
B F~ c,-# 114- 11:lf. ])ff F7 c41- :J> I 2. 3 f t 8 er 
C G-2 f!3 tr#' 8 E pit J)8 ]).# I 'f- s 6 7 "I 




p fJ 't- C c;. # f+ 
2. J .> (, 7 l3 _j_ 
c;..-:lt -y::t F3 F =# G-s c6 ]) 7 A-.# ~..., I 2- 4- 8 
c.* fJ)=lt ~ # rfr --£ Bz -:I) G-I 3 'f- 5 6 7 Q ___'.J 
F C 'J) :p:-Jt- £ 
s I\; B G- G:Ji I z. 3 1- 7 8 q 
EXAMPLE 5 . 6 Initial numbering of pitches . 
Each cell of the square is reordered according to 
the r educed version of the square of the Moon: 
]) Fit ft r7" 8 € C F't c# I 6 z 7 J ~ 4-- S' 
c# f D :tt .::--.fr 8 G C G-* A I 
6 2. 7 _ _J rJ 4- " s I F* F7 GT c# A 'J> A- -if. 8 I v-1:i: ).. 3 fl ± q .> .. i 
pt A :J) A=lt ]>:tf. 8s Cl E G--7 3 8 'r ........1. L 2. 
A:4t p:# B f.. C c-tt F (?F G-
.3 I? ~ __ _j_ s I 6 z 7 
~:# ~ A _:t r- F-:ff fi:# c-it c7 T>* 8' 1- ) r b 2 3 
pt B G- (:,Al c6 1)-:Jl: ])7 f3 ;r~ 4- 'I s I z_ !? 
G--"I 7y# € 6--#"' Bz A1F elf F-#: 'Ji(/-s I 6 7 3 8 
E F A6 C 13 -:J) G- J;,:#= G-# S" I 7-.. 7 3 8 't ___ 'j_ 







I The whole square is then rotated on a vertical 
axis , to give Davies' final version of the Moon square :
1 
C~ F c r;;; "8 c;.'4f A F#' 'J) 
I 6 2 7 3 g 4- q S" 
A c;--#" C G-- 8 Fit= D# E c:#= 
6 2.. 7 3 B 4- 9 s J_ 
p 
B7 
A;tt 'J)g, Aq- c-tt :#= F, F* 2. 3 '1 G-s b. 
G- E3 C B+ 1)-# (1.,/:f: 1) I Ab Fi 7 g 9 r 2. 
G- (j-:fi:- F q.. c)f C € Bb ]>4° A-* 3 s;> ., s I 2 7 
]):#: 
c4 c# A4f 
p$ F fl 2.. E. G-'W '3 9 S' I 6 7 3 
A4t F 1) J)-# c6 G-11= G- 83 F4f __ t '1 s I l 7 .L 
'J) '1 f---,#:- c-;#: A:#- 8 G~ E"- J):#= G-s ( 6 2. 7 3 ~ q.. 
G--=tt" J);t G- -p 8 C A F -E. 
s I f; 2.. 7 3 I? 'l-- q 
EX AMPLE _5 • 8 Square of the Moon, as used in 
Ave Maris Stella. 
2 . Mercury/Veni Sancte Sp iritus 
Plains ong g ive s rise to a p itch set : 
EX AM PLE 5 . 9 Pitch s e t u se d in Mercury s quare . 
1. Roberts' analysis d i ffers in one re s pect. At the 
st ag e of Examp l e 5 . 6 a bove , h e r e orders all cells 
a c c or d ing to the to p row only of the Moon square , 
then s y ste ma t i cally ro tat es each row to prod uce 
Examp l e 5 . 7 . 
1 26 
A t r anspositional square is made from the p itc h set: 
G- E f ]) F,it: A G-:i: C 
~ cir J) B :pi r--41 F A 
F .J) El,. C E. G- F'° A:ft 
J7 B C A c-t ('.;: ])~ G-
rt J)-:#= b F A1 G- J3 6 ]) 
A F:lr G- f G:t B' gb '.P 
G-% F F* e-1 G- gb A c~ 
C A Bh G- g J) c.# F 
EXAMPLE 5 . 1 0 Transpositiona l s quare . 
The p it c hes are numbere d one to sixty- four along 
horizontal rows : 
EX AMPLE 5 . 11 Initi a l numbering of p itches . 
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Each cell of the square is reordered according to 
the square of Mercury: 
EXAM PLlS _5 . 1 2 Reorganising of cells. 
The numbers of the Mercury square ar e re duced t o 
e i ght or less by r epeatedly sub t r a c ting e i ght: 
•·><-••--
'i3 2. 3 s 4- {, 7 I 
------
I 7 6 4- s 3 z_ 8 
I 7 6 q.. r; 3 z 8' 
8 z_ 3 s 4- 6 7 ) --
g 2 3 s 4- 6 7 I 
) 7 & 4- s 3 z. 2: 
I 7 l q- s 3 1 2 8 
g 2. 3 .) q- ( 7 I 
--
EXAMPLE 5 . 1J Reduced vers i on of Mercury square . 
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With the pitches of Exampl e 5 .12 s u perimposed , this 
produc es Davies ' f inal ve r s i on of the Merc ury squ a r e : 
EXAMPLE 5 . 14 
E: Eb ~ 
--=-.f ._...;,.--1---.:.....l 
G 
7 6 3 2. i 
E' A B6 B E. .pit. F A 
7 ( 't _ J. 2 8 
F E.. ~ G G- A Al> c 
9 2 :3 S "'r- fu._ J... I 
Square of Mercury , as used in 
A Mirror of Whitening Light. 
Seve ral points of interest may be n ot ed in these 
two procedures. Firs t ly, the Veni Sancte Spiritus set 
adheres far more closely to its original pla insong 
melody, both in interval and in melodic shape , than 
does the Ave Ma ri s Stel l a set . Secondly , t he Mercury 
square retains it s original numeric values throug hout 
the pr ocess , reducing them only when the process is 
comple te (Example 5 . 1)) . Thus the Veni Sancte Spiri tus 
set is subjected to organisation according to the 
Me rcury square in it s original fo rm. I n the case of 
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the Moon square , its values are reduc ed in the ear ly 
par t of the process (Example 5.5), and it c onsequently 
has no bearing in its original form upon the pitch order-
ing . 
The Moon matrix, in fact , has travelled fur the r from 
its original elements than the Mercury square. There 
are impl i cat ions here for the symbolic and the harmonic 
functions of t hese squares within the music . 
A marked d i fference may be observed between Ave Maris 
Stella and A Mirro r of Whitening Ligh! in the timing of 
or i ginal plainsong quotat i ons . In the latter , the 
plainsong appears very near the beginning , on the flute 
at Figure A, as though clearly stating the origin of 
the material to come . In Ave flllaris S t el la, however, 
the only statement of the plainsong is n ear the end, at 
Figure 11 on flute. Here the ro ots of the mag ic square 
are reve aled only after extensive working out of its 
permutations - a totally diffe r ent psychological 
impact . The fact that the Mercury square is more closely 
related to the plainsong than the Moon squ are r e inforces 
t hi s concept of fore - and after- statement . 1 
These squares possess their own inherent harmonic 
relationships, each of which is art iculated in a diff-
e r ent way accord ing to the pe r mutat ion used. For ex ample , 
1 . In the First Symphony , the p lainsong r oot of the 
Moon square is stated clear ly near the beginning , 
at Figure 2 on solo violin . 'J1 his early 'unshrouding ' 
of the source mate rial seems to be a featu re of 
later works. 
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a horizontal row-by - row reading of each square emphasises 
major and minor thirds , while diagonal readings yield 
perfect fourths and fifths. In the Mercury square, the 
i ntervallic structure of the plainsong recurs pers istent-
ly . In a row - by-r ow reading the characterist ic descending 
thirds predominate , as in A Mirror of Whitening Light , 
Figure F (Example 5.15) . The Moon square also contains 
a dist inctive pattern of thirds in the first four cells 
of the top row , this time ascending. Because of the 
rotational numeric structure of the square, however , 
the pattern when repeated does not coincide with the 
beginning of each row . In the first movement of Ave 
Maris Stella the clear separation of these rows into 
phrases means that intervallic patterns and phrases 
occur independently (Ex ample 5 . 16) . 
In both squares there i s a strong pull towards 
triadic harmony , and tonal implications are not played 
down . When the piano plays the cello cantus in the 
first movement of Ave Maris Stella , the composer 
directs the pe rformer to 
.. .. catch and point with the pedal major 
and minor thirds and six ths . 
Phrases often fall into groups of three p i tches 
which outline a major or minor triad - the first 
note being emphas ised by its length or manner of 
articulation . Triadic links may also be heard over 
a greater t i me span , both immediate and longer - term 
relationships being highlighted by chordal backing 
lJl 
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EXAMPIE 5 . 16 Ave Maris Stella , opening . 
Overlapping of mag i c square l i n es 
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from the marimba . Example 5.17 shows this in the 
harmonic activity of cello and marimba in the first 
movement . The constant side - stepping and overlapping 
of ma jor and minor triads prevents the assertion of 
a particular tonal centre . 
The nature of the mag ic square is kaleidoscopic 
exhibiting constantly changing patterns when viewed 
from different angles , while its elements remain 
i ntact . Virtually all the ma terial within Ave Maris 
Stella i s derived from one of the se patterns , or 
t t
. 1 
permu a ions . The particular permutation used has a 
bearing on the structural, as well as the melod ic and 
harmonic properties of the music . For instance, the 
leng th of each movement is determined by the time 
taken to play throug h the square. A closer examination 
of parts of Ave Maris Stella reveals how the magic 
square is not merely a source of pitch a number 
orderings , but is an agent in maldng clear a fundamental 
compositional principle . 
In each movement a single cantus line predominates , 
representing a complete permutation of the magic square 
( except in the ninth movement, where two lines appear 
to be of equal ~mportance) . This may be conveyed by 
one instrument throughout, as in the first movement , 
or it may be mig rant, as in the third movement . 
1 . Illustrated in Appendix B. 
lJJ 
' ' 
j = a longe r or more prominent note . 
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EXAMPLE 5 . 17 Ave Maris S t ella , f irst movement . 
Harmonic analysis of cel lo and 
marimba parts , s howing diatonic 
triad movement and selective 
decoration . 
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This cantus , which may be termed the Primary 
Exposition, is distinct from other references to the 
square by being a complete , unfragmented presentation 
occupying the whole movement. Primary Expositions 
occur as follow~: 

















( a) marimba 
(b) clarinet/ flu te/viola/ cello/piano. 
These i mportant lines are accompanied by more 
intermittent references to the square on other instruments. 
Such materi a l may be inc omplete statements branching off 
the cantus line , or mensurally diminished complete 
statements . They may be termed Secondary Expositions. 
Additi onally, there is decoration . This may be 
identified as e i ther selective or ornamental. Selective 
decoration is the type shown in Example 5.17 , where the 
marimba projects certain selected notes from the cello 
line for emphasis. Ornamental decoration, however, 
involves a g reater elaboration of the cantus using 
added notes a nd melismati c figurations . An extract 
from the middle of the first movement shows a ll these 
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The alto flute line (ornamental decoration) is of 
particular interest as it makes reference to parts of 
the square in a more liberal manner , contrasting with 
the methodical patterns of Primary and S e condary 
Expositions . Taking a pitch from the cello as its 
starting point, the flute elaborates upon it using a 
line from elsewhere in the square . A pitch analysis 
of these two parts at Figure C shows how this works 
(Example 5 . 19) . 
Such a relationship between cantus and decoration 
may be noted in much earlier pieces. 1 Indeed , the 
whole conce pt of a hierarchy of musical levels has 
always been an intrinsic part of Davies' technique. 
In the magic square works, however, foreground and 
background a re more clearly defined than in earlier 
music , and consequently the leve ls are aurally more 
discernible . 
These clearly distinct layers of material exist 
not only within chamber works like Ave Maris Stella , 
where each instrument may a rticulate a sepa rate laye r, 
but also within an orchestral texture, where layers 
may be conceived in blocks of instruments . The 
magic square has a considerable effect on the structur-
ing of the First Symphony , both in time and space . 
The hierarchic structure described above applies 
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Ave Ma ris Ste lla, first move ment. 
Derivat i on of f lute decorati on 
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thr oughout Ave Ma r i s Stella, a lways dominated by a 
single permutati on of the square as the Primary Expos -
ition . Some of the elaborate work i ngs of this cantus 
(inspired, no doubt , by Davies ' self - confessed ' cross -
word-puzzle musical menta li t y 11 ) may be more entrancing 
to the eye than t o the ear , but are nonetheless 
i ngenious . 
The seventh mov ement , for instance , divides into 
seventeen sections representing t h e seventeen lines of 
h . h d d ' d 
2 
t. e mag i c square w en rea as a 1amon : 
EXAJVIPLE 5 . 20 Ave Maris Stella , seventh movement . 
Magic squar e permutat i on . 
The note order is not always consistent with the 
order of the square , and much ove rlapping of sect i on s 
1 . Quoted in Griffiths : op . cit . , p . 121. 
2 . A ' clue ' in the score is the diamond - shaped boxes 






takes place. In this case, me l od ic and harmonic relation-
ships are subordinate ; mor e important is the effect of 
a rapid succession of grou ps with constant change s of 
colour, speed and a rticulation . 
In st a r k contrast , illustrating h ow variously 
treats his Primary Expositions, is t he marimba part 
which opens the ninth and final movement . Here the 
square i s present ed n ot as a cantus melody , but as 
Davies 
chords - each repeated several times in a slow pulsation, 
recalling part s of the bri lliant marimba cadenza of 
the sixth movement. 
Ave Mar i s Stella i s among t h e most intellectually 
and emot i onally demanding of Dav i es ' works , yet at t he 
same time it r eveals qualities of a new clarity and 
directness in his writing. The use of magic squares 
in itself is not responsible for this: there are pieces 
using magic squares that have been far l ess s uccessful . 
The squares contain inherent harmonic and structural 
relationships , but, l ike any oth er compositional device, 
depend on the composer's r esourcefulness in tapping 
such possibilities . In addition to provid ing pitch 
and duration material , the pr incipal effect of the 
squares in Davies ' music has been to increase awareness 
of d i fferent layers in the musical fabric and their 
fu n ctions . 

Only in 1976 , after more than twenty years of 
compos i tion resulting in some eighty works , did Davies 
find it appropri ate to name a work ' symph ony '. With 
a worthy self - c~it i cism , but somewhat unfairly , he 
dismisses previous orchestral works like the Second 
Taverner Fantas i a and Worldes Blis as ' apprentice 
1 scores ' , and po ints to a newly- acquired familiarity 
with the great works of past symphonists to explain 
his increased confidence in that genre . 
Apart from its trad iti onal four-movement structure , 
there i s nothing obviously more symphonic , or less 
fantasia-like , about this symphony than about the 
Second Taverne r Fantasia . Indeed, it has been suggested 
that the work may justifiably have been named 'Fantasia 
on Ave Maris Stella ', owing to the large amount of 
material drawn from Davies' earlier work .
2 However, 
as Ave Mari s Stella itself may be v i ewed as a fantasia 
on the plainsong of that name, such a title might 
have seemed inappropriate. 
The quest i on of whether symphonic thought in the 
traditional se n se i s possible in the context of present -
day musical language , and in what terms , is i mpor tant 
in a discussion of compositional tec hnique . If it is 
assumed that a prerequisite of symphonic thought is 
key contrast, and the existence of two or more contrasted 
1 . Programme note for the First Symphony , quoted in 
Griffiths : op . cit., p . 158 . 
2 . D. Roberts : reviews, Contact 19 , 1978 , p . 26 . 
themes wi thin a sonata- form framework , then its s u rvival 
mu st be in doubt . David Rober t s conten ds that Davies' 
First Symphony i s ' too original ' to be a symphony in the 
usual meaning of the word 1 by which it i s impl i ed that 
symphonic thought belongs to the music of the past , and 
that i t i s closely bound up wi th tonal i ty . But Leonard 
B. Meyer questions the 
... . unstated assumption that the 
the functionalism of traditional 
entai l s the impossibility of all 
functionalism. 
negati on of 
tonal i ty 
forms of 2 
There are many other elements whic h act in a functional, 
shaping capacity , such as rhythm and texture . I t is 
poss i ble for the hierarchies and contrasts articulated 
by tonality to be articulated by any of these . Hans 
Kelle r, for instance , argues that , regardless of tonal 
differentiation of themes, it is the l arge-scale 
working out of contrasts between statements and developments 
that is the operative factor in symphonic thought. 3 
Non- tonal mus i c may thus be symphonic , as such contrasts 
are made in a variety of ways - not just tonally. 
While contrasts of this kind, i n cluding tonal ones , 
are ce r ta i nly played out within the work , the First 
Symphony, as Keller acknowledges , cannot adequate l y be 
descr i bed in t h ese terms . Here , as previously , material 
1. Ib i d . 
2 . Meyer : 9p . cit . , p . JOO . 
J . Keller : ' The Stat e of the Symphony'. Tempo 125 , 
1978 , pp . 6- 11 . 
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is in a constant state of motion, with little distinction 
between statement and development . The me thods of 
activating this motion , however , are shar ply distinguished . 
It could be said that the contrast i s not between 
statement and development , but betwe en development and 
development . 
For Davies, at least , the writing of a symphony has 
not involved a swing towards a musical thoug ht that i s 
peculiarly symphonic ; i f it is symphonic it has been so 
in previous works . Rather , it has meant a re -interpret -
ation of certai n pre -existent notions of what may happe n 
in a symphony i n terms which are entire ly his own . 
Such notions have arisen from study of works by Mahler , 
Schumann a nd Sibelius in particular . What ever the 
appropriateness of the title , Davies ' musical intentions 
in the First Symphony are in many ways clearer than 
in previous orchestral works . 
Th i s increased clarity is due to a number of factors . 
One is the temporal separation of movements , wh i ch 
provides a se ns e of both re pose and expectancy . Anothe r 
concerns the type of t r ansformation processes used. 
In the pre - magic square works , transformati ons consist 
largely of a system of intervallic contractions and 
expansions , whi ch causes a constant shifting of harmonic 
emphasis , resulting in harmonic instability . The 
harmonies during this proc ess a r e not meanin gful beyond 
the fact that they articulate the process - only at 
the beginning and end do we see the ones that a re sig -
nificant in the piece overall . In contrast , transform-
a tion by magic square permutation is a change not of 
the elements, but of the order in which they appear . 
According to the permutation used , one of the square ' s 
potential harmonic arrangements is brought into focus , 
and that arrangement· i s presented as a s table harmonic 
unit . Passages from Taverner and the First Symphony 
may be outlined thus : 
Taverner I/4. 
bar 54 bar 91 
Fii..rs •t Symphony, first movement . 
Fig . 16 Fig . 21 Fig . 27 
bar 141 
Fig . JO 
.__ _ _____JI 1--1 __ ________Jl .___I -----.I 
[ = 
~ = 




Taverner and First Symphony . 
Harmonic stability in different 
transformation pr ocesses . 
As in Ave Mar i s Stella, the magic square i s used in 
the First Symphony both to generate material and to 
define structures . Permutations of the square include 
all of those used in Ave Maris Stel l a , as well as some 
new ones. The three described in Example 6 . 1 a r e as 
foll ows: 
First Symphony Par a llel in 
A Fig . 16 
B Fig . 2 1 
C Fig . ;:2 7 
EXAIVI PLE 6 . 2 
Di agonal , 
violin and viola 
Spiral , bassoon 
and contrabassoon 
Expan ding pattern, 
trombone 
. St l Ave IVI a n .s ella 




Occurrence of three permutations in 
t he First Symphony and Ave Mar i s Stella . 
Th e existence of a hierarchy of layers like that in 
Ave Mari s Stel l a i s a l so ev i dent in this work. Even 
in the context of a multi-voiced orchestral textur e, 
material may be viewed in terms of Primary Exposition , 
Secon dary Exposition ( s) and decora tion. 2 Conside r the 
opening of the section at Figur e JJ in the first 
1 . Pe rmutations il lustrated in Appe ndix B . 
2 . Seep . 1)5 , above , for a n explanati on of these t erms . 
move ment. Here the first violins unfold the Primary 
Ex posi t i on - a s piral permutat i on of the mag ic s quare . 
The roles of the other instruments are support i ve or 
deco r at i ve . The second v i olins present multiple 
articulations of each note of the cantus , whi l e the 
celesta spins ascend i ng melismas from each . At a 
f u rther remove, flutes break up the celesta l i ne i nto 
a d uet . From these new , decorative pitches , lower 
str ings select notes for harmonic reinforcement . These 
layers a r e shown in Example 6 . J . 
Th e i mportance of a mi ddle register line which has 
other l ines branchin g off above and below it i s s i milar 
to that of the medieval tenor . As Davies has pointed 
ou t , l i stening to his mus i c with this in mind promotes 
a gr e a t e r unde r standing of the harmonic processes 
involved than does a concent r ation on the bass , or 
1 
lowest line . 
I t becomes clear that orchestra t ion in this work 
plays a functional as well as a colour ing role . As 
in pr evious lar ge works, it is an important element 
i n the articulation of structures . Davies claims that 
he does not use an actual technique of orchestrat i on , 
and i nsofar as the musical argument would be obscured 
if t aken out of its orchestral context this is t r ue . 
But orchestrat i on may also be considered as an e l ement , 
together with othe r s like rhythm , melody and dynamics , 
i n the or iginal conception of a musica l event . From 
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layers . 
Pitch analysis, shmving structural 
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this v i ewpoint , Davies does orchestrat e - on a deepe r 
leve l than that implie d in the n ormal unde rstanding of 
the wo r d . 
The use of orchestral register to shape mus i cal 
events has already been noted in Prolation and the 
Second Taverner Fantasia . The process in the First 
Symphony between Figures JO and JJ is not far removed 
f r om that in the second a rea of Prolati on . 1 The 
mag i c squa r e is divided into spira lling lines, each 
taken by a d iffe ren t stringed instrument . The se lines 
are of g raded length. Initially the longe st lines are 
played by the highes t instruments a nd the shortest 
ones by the lowest instrument s - t hen hal fway through 
the section the process is reversed . Th e lines a re 
supe rimposed in s u ch a manner that they a ll end together . 
Th is process is shown in Examples 6 . 4.1 and 6 . 4 . 2 . 
Always characteristic of Davies is the move towards a 
point ; the confluenc e of s trands ; the expectancy of attack 
rather than the dying away from it . 
Orchestration is also used as an element in an 
isorhythmic process . Davies frequently refers to the 
interloc king is orhythm i c blocks which exist in his 
music . He is extending the term's or i g i nal meaning 
to apply to a number of factors in a musical event 
whose beg i nnings and endings do not coincide . These 
may i nclude cantus statements, orchestration s , and 
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EXAM PLE 6 . 4 . 1 First Symphony , Fi g . JO . 
Orchestra l r eg i s ter and g r a ded 
l engths of mag ic square as 
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EXAM PLE 6 .i~ . 2 First Symphony, F i g . 30 ( second half 
f + . ) 0 S8C ul OD . 
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rhythmi c i deas . Suc h a p r ocess may be observed in the 
first major sect ion of the First Symphony , from Figures 
1/2 to Fig ure 16. 
A permutation not us ed in Ave Maris Stella is employed , 
which treats the square as nine s maller squares . It i s 
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F i g . 6 
( 7 , 8 ,9) 
Fig . 4 
(l+ , 5 , 6) 
Alleg ro 
Molto, 
F'. 1/2 igs . ..,__ 
(1, 2 , J ) 
F irs t Symphony , Figs . 1/ 2 t o 8 . 
Pe rmutation of the Moon square . 
Thre e passage s using three small squares each a re 
marke d by double bar lines in the s core a t the openi ng 
Alleg r o Molto , Figur e 4 a nd Figure 6 . 
Foll owing this, the pattern is repeated in r eve rs e 
or der, start ing from the top of the square : first on 
152 
cello and then on flutes. This time , however, four 
passages instead of three are marked out in the score . 
These are characterised by different instrumentation : 
I . 3. 
/,/" Fig . 8 , 
ce llo 
(1, 2, 3) 
Fig . 10 , 
fl ute s , piccolo 
( L~ , 5) 
Fig . 12 , 
flu te I 
(shad ed area) 
Fig . 14 , 
f lute s , p iccolo 
(8, 9) . 
EXAMPLE 6 . 6 F i rst Symphony , Figs . 8 to 16. 
Permutation of' the Moon square. 
Several different ' isorhythmic ' units exist within 
this music . Example 6 . 7 demonstrates the intera ction of' 
thrEB such units : 
(i) The tw o halves of the section - Figs 1/2 to 8 
and 8 to 16 - which are equal in length and 
eac h play through the squar e once . 
(ii) The three passages int o which the square divides , 
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(ii i ) The three passages in both halves which 
outline an ABA form in their instrumentation. 
Earlier it was suggested that the absence of tonality 
as a shaping force is irrelevant to the articulation of 
any formal or generic concept i n music, such as symphonic 
thought , because so many other elements exist with a 
similar organising potential. 1 The passage from the 
Symphony described in Example 6.7 above demonstrates 
Davies ' particular ability to employ many such elements, 
interlocked and on various levels of time. As Leonard 
B. Meyer note s, 
...... it cannot be assumed that the hierarchic 
articulations created by the several parameters 
of sound are always congruent ...... Indeed, 
it is partly such interplay among the shaping 
forces of music which prevents a musical event 
from being so congruently and definitively 
structured that the piece stops - has no 
further implications. 2 
The term ' hierarchy' suggests itself repeatedly when 
I 
examining processes within this symphony and elsewhere in 
Davies ' music . Two types of hi erarchy have already been 
explored : the hierarchy implicit in the interaction of 
l . See above , p . 14) . 
2 . Op . cit . , p . J06, 
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different parameters such as orchestration and trans-
formations , 1 and the vertical hierarchy of levels set 
up by the ordering of material into primary, secondary 
and decorative elements. 2 We have also touched upon 
another type: the linear hierarchy of harmonic a rtic-
ulations over greater or smaller spans of time. The 
most obvious example of this is in Prolation , and 
examples from the Second Taverner Fantasia have also 
been cited. In these earlier works, the higher level 
relationships are identical to the lower level ones : 
G F 
G- F C 1=- A G--# F 
c-#- &* 
b 
G r A F f B G-
EXAMPIE 6.8 . 1 Pro lation, opening of first a rea. 
£6 
6 h b 
E C D E. G 
b 
C ~ 
Uniformity of harmonic relationships 
on different levels. 3 
C 7> b Eb G~b C 
:It 
F 
EXAMPIE 6 . 8 . 2 Second 'raverner Fantasia , section l( b) . 
Uniformity of harmonic relationships 
on different levels. 4 
1 . See above, Example 6 . 6. 
2 . See above , pp. 1JJ-1J7, 
J . Discussed in detail above , pp . J6-4o 
4 . See above, pp . 91 -95. 
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A 
These h igher level relationships are made by a 
consc i ous application of a pre - dete r mi ned set . It is 
a fea ture of later works , h owever, that h i gher lev el 
har moni c relationships are made by means related more 
to tonality than to serialism . As n oted in Ave Maris 
Stella , the harmonic structure on a higher level stems 
not from successive notes of the magic squar e, but f r om 
an emphasis on diatonic triad movemen t .
1 
Su ch ideas lead inevitably to a comparison with the 
analytical method of Schenker . Christopher Wintle has 
observed that Dav i es himself has used Schenk erian terms 
in the description of his music .
2 Although the connect -
ion should not be pressed too far , it is clear that an 
approach involving a comparison of fo r eground and 
background layers , and a citing of mot i vic parallels 
on different levels , is valuable - and is a subject 
worthy of further i nvestigation . 
The re is no doubt that Davies ' stance on tonality 
has undergone cons i derable change dur ing his career . 
In the early years he adopts a severe attitude : 
If one ' s mate r ial is prope r ly organ ised , 
no incongruous tonal hierarchy wi ll 
suggest itself insidiously ....... . J 
Yet from 1976 he refers constantly to the dominan ts, 
sub - dominants and tonal centres in his work , and 
1 . See above, Example 5 ,17 . 
2 . Music Analysis I : l , 1982 , p . 73 . 
J . The Listener , 8 October 1959 , p . 564 . 
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conf i dently asser t s t ha t t h e Second Symphony is ' in 
B • I 1 mi no r . Admitt edly , Davies ' inte r pretat i on of 
s uch t erms diffe r s s ome what from the t rad i tional 
mean i ng , but t he fact that they are employed at al l 
impl i es at least a sympathy with the h i erarch ic 
structuring of tonal ity . 
Suc h matte r s demand attention beyond the scope of 
t he present study , but our f i nd i ngs r egard ing the 
fun c ti on of t r a nsfor mat i on processes enable u s to 
answe r , at least i n part , a relevan t quest i on raised 
by Wi ntle . He refers to the Secon d Symphony , but the 
quest i on might equa l ly apply to t h e First : 
.. . ... h ow do t hese ton al fea t ures in t eg r a te 
with the ser i a l ly-der i ved tran sformat i onal 
processes t hat generate so much of the 
mus i c ' s surface? 2 
The answer l i es i n t h e degree to wh ich the serial 
or gani sation of the process at the pre - composit i on al 
stage organis es thought during the ac t ual composition 
of the work . In Prolation , this happens to a very 
high degree; in the Taverner wor ks , less so but st i ll 
a sign i fic a nt amount . In Ave Mar is Stella and the 
Fi r s t Symphony , howeve r, the serial i sat i on t akes 
p l ace almost exc l usively at t he pre -c ompos it ional s tage -
in the format i on of the square - and does not contin ue 
during the work ' s composition . Subsequent transfor m-
1 . Programme no t e for the Second Symphony, quoted i n 
Gri ff i ths : op . ci t. , p . 17J . 
2 . Op . c it . , p . 7J . 
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ations and harmonic relati onships effected during the 
compositional stage do not reiterate this original 
ser i alisation , but play on its tonal and motivic impli-
cations . 
If this is so , there is less of a dichotomy between 
the 'tonal ' and ' serial' features of Davies ' symphonies 
than might be impl i ed in Wintle's question . In these 
works , at least, the transfonnations - althoug h serially-
derived - are not serially-dependen t . 
At this stage , our observations permit certain con-
clusions to be made about the findings of this s tudy . 
The problem at the outset was one partly of identifi -
cation and partly of definition. Many compositional 
techniques needed to be identified, and those without 
a commonly-accepted mode of definition - particularly 
transformation processes - also needed terms of defin-
ition. Beyond this largely descriptive task was one 
of evaluating the highly individual treatment of 
such techniques in the formation of Davies' unique 
musical language . 
Three main po ints may be made about our findings . 
Firstly , many of Davies ' basic compositional tools 
have been identified , and these a r e shown to be a 
( 
comb ination of techniques borrowed from the past and 
ones evolved from twentieth-century serial practice. 
Through this the diversity of Dav ies ' attitude to 
the past has bee ome evident ; borrowed music is important 
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not only as source material but as matter for quotation , 
distortion and parody . Analysi s of the numerical 
workings in transformations and mag ic square permu-
tations has shovvn a ge n e r al s implic ity in such processes ; 
they are never used as ends in themselves but always as 
part of a larger musical event . 
Secondly , we noted a t the b e g inning of the study 
that Davies himself has referred to a l ack of suitable 
terms of reference regarding transformation process es .
1 
How far have thes e findings mad e poss ible a new way of 
describing such processes , and is one even n ecessary? 
It would seem that in many wa y s the function of the 
process is such that it may r ead i ly b e understood in 
traditional t erms . This has been shown by the frequent 
need to refe r to tonality , particularly in the a naly s i s 
of magic square works. Even in earlier music , such as 
the Second Taverner Fantas i a , the description of events 
gove rned by transformation was facilitated by studying 
harmonic conflict and r esolution . For it has been seen 
that a transformation process does not exist i n i solation ; 
if it did , an evaluation of its nature and pur pose 
would be far more difficult. It is both the ins tigator 
of, and the operative factor within , a complex web of 
events to which many elements con tribute . It may 
interact with a parallel dramat i c process , as i n 
Taverner , Act I/4, or with an jndependent meth od of 
or chestration , as i n parts of the First Symphony . 
1 . See above , vi . 
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This leads to our final point, which concerns the 
ways in which these findings demonstrate important 
aspects of Davi es ' overall a t t itude to composition . 
The techniques descr ibe d have high ligh t ed a hierarchic 
system whereby musical events are experi e nced on 
various levels of time and space . In terms of time, 
this is due to the use of proportionalism , mensural 
c an on and isorhythm, which may b e found in all the large 
works und er d is c ussion. I n al l of them , orchestration 
p l ays a k ey func tiona l role , a rticulating divisions in 
time by the use of changing re g ister and timbre . In 
terms of space , the hierarchy is made clear by a 
consistent reliance on a controlling cantus firmus, 
with various layers playing a decorative or supportive 
role . It has been shown that the concept of suc h 
a hierarchy has evolved t hroughout Davi es 0 career , 
being made most clear by the use of the magic square 
in later works . 
It is a sign of the importance a nd v alue of Davi es ' 
music that eve r y s t age in the uncovering of processes 
reveals new , uncharted fields for exploration. This 
is particularly 1 so h e re with regard to tonality . At 
the end of an interim study we may only speculate about 
the future creations of this compose r . The only 
certainties are that the y will be unpr edictable, thought -
provoking , and a product of one of the g reat musical 
minds of our age . 
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APPENDIX A 
BORROWED SOURCE MATERIAL 
-
This list g ives details of musical borrowings 
used either as the basis for a new composition or as 
a quotation within a work. It does not include 
a rrangements. The list is not intended to be exhaust-
ive , but provides some indication of where Davies has 
looked for source material, and the context of its 
application. 
Abbreviations : D 
FVB 
Dunstable : Complete Works . 
Musica Britannica . 
Fitzwilliam Virg1nal Book. 
Historical Anthology of 
Music I. 
MC Medieval Carols . 
Musica Britannica . 
LU Liber Usualis . 
MS Music of Scotland . 
Musica Britannica. 
Numbers following source names refer to page 
numbers unless otherwise indicated . 
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Borrowed music 
Alma Redemptoris Mater 
Marian antiphon . 
' 
Alma Redemptoris Mater 
Dunstable, motet . 
Ave Maris Stella 




teen th-- century 
motet. 
Gloria Tibi Trinitas 
Antiphon . 
Hymn to St Magnus 
anonymous , 
twelfth- century . 
L ' homme arme 
Pierre de la 
Rue, mass . 
L 'homme arme 





















Seven In Nomine 
First Fantasia 
Second Fantasia 
Hymn to St 
Magnus 
Vesalii Icones 
Missa supe r 
/ 
l'homme arme 
Borrowed music Probab le 
source 
Used by Davies in 
/ 
L ' homme arme 
sec ular song . 
Nativitas Tua Dei 
Genitrix Virgo 
Marian ant i phon . 
0 God Abufe 
John Fethy. 
Psalm 124 
David Peeble s. 
St Thomas' Wake 
John Bull, pavan . 
Sede run t Principes 
Gradual. 
Sub Tuam Protectionem 
Dunstable , ~otet . 
'I'e Lucis Ante Terminum 










Mi ssa s uper 
l ' homme arm~ 
Second Symphony 
Psalm 12Li-
'l' hre e Organ 
Voluntaries, No . 
Psalm l2Li-
Three Organ 
Voluntaries, No . 
St Thomas' Wake 




'l'e Lucis Ante 
Terminum 
1. David Roberts has noted, in Contac t 23 , p. 27 , that 
although Davies claims to use the setting by Peebles , 
the setting by Andrew Kemp on the same page bears 









Veni Sancte Spiritus 
Antiphon . 
Veni Sancte Spiritus 
Dunstable, motet. 
Victimae Paschal i 
Laudes 
Se quence . 
Worldes Blis 
anonymous thir-










Us ed by Davies in 
Ricercar and 
Doubles 





of St Magnw, 
Worldes Blis 
APPENDIX B 
MAGIC SQUARE PERMUTATIONS 
IN AVE MARIS STELLA 
0f F6 C 2 
A& c;..=lf: C 
2. 7 
-p# B A=#= 
2.. 7 3 
G- £ r ..__, 
7 3 8 
G G:# F 
"? 8 4-
]) "ff C c:#" 
8 4 't 
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EXAMPLE B . 1 
E B G-=F A F-=lr J) 
7 3 B q- °' s: 
G- B F# J):tr E. c. ::ft 
3 8 '1- q s I 
7J fl c* G-:IP F F* g 4- 9 5" I {, 
13 J)a#= A-fr ]) I Ab F:#= + '1 s 2. 
C # C t=_ B J)=lt fJ-=#: 
9 5' I 6 2 7 
A-fr F-t- F A £ Git: 
5 I 6 2 7 3 
7J* C G:ft G B F4t= 
I £ 2 7 .3 8' 
fl 4t B G-YF" € :])::#:- G-
6 2. 7 3 8 1-
7) B C ft F ~ 
2 1 3 8' 4- '1 
The mag i c square of the Moon, 
used in Ave Maris Stella . 
The f ollowing a r e permutat i ons of the s qua r e u sed 
in each move ment of Ave Maris Stella . 
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lYI OVE1v1EN'r I 
PRIMARY EXPOSITION
1 r-i--- - ---~ L--..-----c--- ~ -4 
Instrumentation: - i--------+-
cello. --1----~ - ,_-~ ~ 
I---...... --- - ~ 
'------~ ~ ~ ,. -----:..--L----i-- - -
EXAMPLE B. 2 
~ .... -- I--- ...... t 
I 
- 1..- 4 ~ I 
MOVEIVIEN'r II 
PRIMARY EXPOSI'J1 I ON 
Instrumentation: 
clarinet . 
EXAMPLE B . J 
1 . Primary and Secondary Expos iti ons are ex p lained 
above , p . 1J4-1J6 . 
PRIMARY EXPOSITION 
Instrumentation: 
marimba and clarinet, 
a l tern ating . 
EX A!Vl PLE B _Li, . 1 
SECONDARY EXPOSITION 
Figure S to t'he end . 
Instrumentation : 
• 7 vio_,_a. 







I. ~ r k 
i-- ·- L i-..--









































M OVEMEN'r I I I 
BEC ONDARY EX POSIT I ON 




·->-·- - 1---+·-l----il_ -+---+-+-4---+--+-l--1--l 
p iano. 
EXAMPIB B , Li, . J 
MOVEMENT III 
SECONDARY EX POSIT I ON 
Figures R to T 
I n strumentation : 
piano ( g r ace notes) . 
EX AMPLE B . Li, • 4 
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The square i s treated 
as f ive square s of 
diffe r ent s i zes . 
r 
( a ) , ( b ) , ( c ) , ( d ) and 
(e) oc cu r one after t he 
other , i n reve r se order 
i n Movement VI . 
EXAMPLE B . 5 . 1 
PRIMARY EX POS I TION 
Instrume n t a tion : 
Move men t IV : clarinet , 
v i ola and cello , 
alternat ing . 
Movement VI : mar i mba . 
EX AM PLE B. 5 . 2 
lVI OVEMEN'r I V 





















PR IMARY EX P OS ITION 
(continue d) . 
EXAM PIB B. 5 . J 
MOVEMENT IV 
MOVEMENT VI 




















PRIMARY EX .P OS I'l'ION 






EXAMPLE B . 5 . 6 I ---
PRIMARY EXPOSITION 
Instrumenta tion : 
flute , clarine t , 
viola and cello 
alternat ing . 
EX AMPLE B • 6 . l 
PRIMARY EX POS ITION 
Figure Fl to the end 
( repeated i n r e v erse 
order) . 















































PRIMARY EXPOS ITI ON 
Instrumentation : 
al l. 
EXAMPLE B . 7 
PRIMARY EXPOSI TION 
Instrumentation : 
flute , cello and 
clarinet , al ternat ing . 
EXAM PLE B . 8 . 1 
MOVEMENT VII 
MOVEME NT VI I I 
---
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SECONDAR Y EXPOSITION 
Fig u res Rl t o. Wl. 
I nstrumentation : 
v i ola and cello . 
EXAMPLE B . 8 . 2 
SECONDARY EX POSITION 
F i gures Wl to Zl . 
Instrumentation : 
viola , flute, cello 
and v i ola , alternat i ng . 
EXAM PLE B . 8 . J 
MOVEMEN T VIII 
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PRIMARY EX POSITION ( a) 
Instrumentation : 
marimba. 
EXAJVIPLE B . 9 .1 
PRIMARY EX POSITION (b) 
Instrumentation : 
flute (l, J , 7) 
clarinet ( 2 , 4 , 9) 
cello (5) 
p i ano (6) 
v io la ( 8) . 
EXAIVIPLE B . 9 . 2 
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1 : PE'l'ER MAXWELL DAVIES l 
Alma Re demptoris Mater 
for instrumental ensemble 
A Mirror of Whitening Ligh_!_ 
for chamber ensemble 
Anakreontika 
for mezzo-soprano and 
instrumental ensemble 
Antechrist 
for instrumental ensemble 
Ave Maris Stella 
for i nstrumental ensemble 
Dunstable: Veni Sancte -
Veni Creator Spiritus 
realisation and original 
work for instrumental 
ensemble 
Ecce Manus Tradentis 
for voices and instrumental 
ensemble 
Eight Songs for a Mad King 
formal~ voice and instrumental 
ensemble 
Sc hott 1957 
Boosey & 1977 
Hawkes 
Che s ter 1976 
B & H 
B & H 1975 
B & H 1972 
B & H 
B & H 
1 . For a comprehensive classi f ication of all Davie s ' 
music up to 1980 , the reader is referred to The_ 
Complete Catalogue of Published Works , ed . J. Arnold
1 
London , 1981 . 
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✓ 
Fi rst Fan t as i a on an I n Nomine 
of John Tavern e r 
for orchestra 
Five Klee Pic tures 
fo r orchestr a 
Five Voluntaries 
a r ranged for school or 
amateur orchestra 
Hymn to St Magnus 
for instrumental ensemble 
wi th mezzo- soprano 
obbligato 
Leopardi Fragments 
for soprano , contralto 
and instrumen tal 
ensemble 
Mi ssa super l ' homme arme 
fo r speaker or singer and 
instr umental ensemble 
0 Magnum Mysterium 
for choir and i nstrumental 
ensemble 
Pro l ation 
for orchestra 
Psalm 12L~ 




B & H 
Schott 
B & H 
Schott 
B & H 
Schott 
Schott 










Purcell : Fantasia on a Ground and 
Two Pav ans 
realisati on for instrumenta l 
ensemble 
Renaiss a nce Sc ottish Danc es 
arranged fo r instrumental 
ensemble 
Revelation and Fall 
for soprano and instrumental 
ensemble 
Ricercar an d Doubles on ' To 
Many a We11 ' 
for instrumental e ns emble 
St Th omas Wake 
foxtrot fo r orchestr a on a 
pavan by John Bu11 
Se cond Fantasia on an In Nomine 
of John Taverner 
for orchestra 
Seven In Nomine 
a rrangements and orig inal 
works for instrumental ensemble 
S infon i a 
for chamber orche stra 
Stedman Doubles 
fo r clarinet and percussion 
String Quarte t 
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B & H 
B & H 
B & H 
1968 
19'/J 
r evi sed 
1980 
Schot t 1959 
B & H 
B & H 
B & H 
Schott 1962 
B & H 1956, 
r evis ed 
Scho tt 196 1 
Sub Tuam Pro tectionem 
for piano 
Symphony No . 1 
for orchestra 
Symphony No . 2 
for orchestra 
Taverner 
opera in two Acts 
Te Lucis Ante Terminum 
for choir and instrumental 
ensemble 
'l'he Lighthouse 
chamber opera in one Act 
The Martyrdom of St Magnus 
chamber opera in one Act 
Three Organ Voluntaries 
Three Studies for Percussion 
for eleven pe rcussionists 
Veni Sancte Spiritus 
for voices and smal l orchestra 
Vesali i I cones 
music - theatre work for dancer, 
solo cello and ensemble 
Weste r l ings 





B & H 
B & H 
B & H 
Schott 
Chester 1979 
B & H 1976 
Chester 1976 
Chester 1975 
B & H 
B & H 
B & H 1977 
B & H 
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